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lot has changed since 1987. Shell suits
and baggy trousers have disappeared,
though the photographic evidence that
they were once quite the style statement
refuses to do the same. Mullets are but an
unfortunate memory, E.T. made it home, and the
distant future portrayed in ‘Back to the Future Part
II’ has long since been and gone.
One thing which hasn’t changed in all of those
years is Bolsover Cruise Club’s title as the ‘Top
Independent UK Agent’ for P&O Cruises. We
scooped the accolade for the very first time in
1987, at an awards ceremony no doubt teeming
with velvet, shoulder pads and pearls, and have
collected the coveted award every single year
since. As we returned to the stage in January,
minus the shoulder pads, we marked our 30th
consecutive year as P&O Cruises’ top UK agent, and
I cannot put into words how much of an incredible
achievement this is and how proud I am.
We decided that there could be no better way to
mark the occasion than by taking a look back to
where it all began, with someone who has been
there almost from the very beginning. Founding
partner Derek Wilson has played a fundamental role
in Bolsover Cruise Club’s past and present, and I’m
sure you’ll find his insights very interesting indeed.
This edition of Into The Blue comes as we wait
with baited breath for the exciting launch of
brand new 2018/19 itineraries from P&O Cruises,
tempting our sense of adventure with maiden calls
to new destinations and return visits to some of
our favourites. Time spent at sea is precious and
choosing where your next itinerary will take you is
never easy. I hope our destination features might
provide a little inspiration, whetting your appetite
for lazy summer days in San Francisco and grand
voyages in the Baltic Sea.
I hope you enjoy reading.
Yours sincerely

Michael Wilson
Managing Director

Winter Palace, St. Petersburg
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DESTINATION INSPIRATION

AMALFI COAST
L

ive ‘la dolce vita’ on the Amalfi Coast, a destination which defies both gravity and expectation. Pastel villas stacked like steps on
the hillside make for a picturesque port approach unlike any other, the sweet scent of Sorrento lemons lingering heavy in the
air as you head into the harbour. The villages of Amalfi, Salerno, Sorrento, Positano and Ravello rise skyward from the emerald
Tyrrhenian Sea, beckoning you to come up and see what you have been missing.

Villa Rufolo Gardens
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Oceania Cruise
s
Marina
12 nights sailing
from
Barcelona
16 October 20
17

From £3,569p
Includes flights

p

CALL: 01246 819 819
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EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE

GRAND MEDITERRANEAN WITH
ROME & BARCELONA STAYS

£1,699
ly

From on

PP

ROYAL PRINCESS - 14 or 15 NIGHTS - SEPTEMBER 2017 DEPARTURES
INCLUDES
DIRECT FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

2 NIGHTS 4* MECENATE
PALACE, ROME (B&B)

2 NIGHTS 4* ONIX LICEO NEAR
LAS RAMBLAS, BARCELONA (B&B)

(REGIONAL AVAILABLE AT A SUPPLEMENT)

(OR SIMILAR)

(OR SIMILAR)

EXCLUSIVE HERCULANEUM,
RAVELLO AND AMALFI
COAST PRIVATE TOUR

10 OR 11 NIGHT FULL BOARD
CRUISE ABOARD
ROYAL PRINCESS

ITINERARY A:

ALL PRIVATE TRANSFERS

Santorini

15 NIGHTS

Fly London to Barcelona, Spain. Private transfer to 4* Onix
Liceo near Las Ramblas for a 2 night stay. Private transfer to
port and embark Royal Princess sailing to
Marseille (Provence), France - Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Italy
- At Sea - Katakolon (Olympia), Greece - Mykonos – Santorini
- At Sea - Kotor, Montenegro - At Sea - Naples, Italy (for
exclusive private tour) - Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy.
Disembark, private transfer to 4* Mecenate Palace, Rome,
for a 2 night stay. Private transfer to airport, fly to London.

ITINERARY B:

14 NIGHTS

Fly London to Rome, Italy. Private transfer to 4* Mecenate
Palace, Rome for a 2 night stay. Private transfer to
Civitavecchia and embark Royal Princess sailing to
Naples, Italy (for exclusive private tour) - Sicily (Messina),
Italy - At Sea - Dubrovnik, Croatia - Kotor, Montenegro
- Corfu - At Sea - Corsica (Ajaccio), France - Toulon (for
Provence), France - Barcelona, Spain. Disembark, private
transfer to 4* Onix Liceo near Las Ramblas for a 2 night
stay. Private transfer to airport, fly to London.
Departure 2017

Itinerary

Duration

Inside

Balcony

Mini Suite

7 September

A

15

£1879

£2299

£2899

18 September

B

14

£1699

£2239

£2799

Exclusive Holiday Direction packages are solely organised by Holiday Direction Ltd a fully bonded member of the Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Prices shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and
are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE
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View of the Amalfi Coast from Ravello

Herculaneum relief panel

Romanesque Basilica

EXCLUSIVE HERCULANEUM, RAVELLO AND AMALFI COAST PRIVATE TOUR
You will be met at Naples port by a
representative ready to guide you to your
private air conditioned transport. You will
leave from the port of Naples and reach
the archaeological site of Herculaneum,
which hold the famous ruins of the lost
city buried by the ash of Mount Vesuvius
when it erupted in 79 AD. Once you
have discovered everything about these
fascinating sites, take a panoramic view
over the Chiunzi mountains on the way
to Ravello.
Ravello is a town situated on one of
the highest points of the Amalfi coast,

founded in the 5th century and used
as a shelter from the Romans against
the Barbarian invasions. From there
you’ll have exceptional views over the
coast richly decorated with villas and
gardens. A true joy to see! After some
free time you’ll set off for your final
destination, Amalfi.
Amalfi is a city rich of history and power.
It became a maritime superpower in
Italy, together with Pisa, Venice and
Genoa; the so called Repubbliche
Marinare (The Maritime Republics) which
regulated sea trading and commerce.

Now the city is a main tourist attraction
with its sun-filled piazzas, where you
can find plenty of restaurants, souvenir
and liqueurs shops (you shouldn't leave
Amalfi without tasting some Limoncello,
a lemon based digestif). Overlooking
the main square of Amalfi, you can
see the beautiful Romanesque Basilica
dedicated to the Saint Apostle Andrew.
At the end of the tour, you will be taken
back to Naples on a final relaxing scenic
drive through Via Agerola, where you
can comfortably have a last glance at the
stunning coast seen from above.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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CRUISE

NEWS
PRINCESS CRUISES DEBUT OCEAN MEDALLION
Princess Cruises will become the first
Carnival Corporation brand to feature
the new Ocean Medallion, a wearable
device designed to enhance the guest
experience.
The medallion, which is waterproof and
the same size as a 10p piece, will debut
on Regal Princess from 13 November
2017, followed by Royal Princess and
Caribbean Princess in early 2018.
The Ocean Medallion is fully
automated and can be worn as a
pendant, on a wristband, clipped onto
clothing, or slipped into a pocket or
bag. The medallion will be sent to
passengers prior to their sailing, along
with instructions on how to build a
personal profile sharing travel likes and
dislikes. Guests may share as much or
as little information as they choose,
with privacy settings enabled to protect
personal information on the device.
The programme will then use
the information to create a more
personalised on board experience,
alerting cruisers to activities

and entertainment that may be
of interest to them. The Ocean
Medallion will replace the key card
when it comes to embarkation and
disembarkation, and will also lock
and unlock an assigned stateroom
as guests near it. It will also enable
guests to purchase services,
excursions, food and drinks, as well
as providing a more personalised
dining experience, based on
food and drink preferences and
information on dietary restrictions
shared by guests prior to boarding.
An Ocean Compass is being introduced
alongside the Ocean Medallion and will
act as a ‘digital concierge’, which will
be accessible via interactive displays
throughout the ship, stateroom
televisions and on personal mobile
devices. The Ocean Compass will assist
guests in various ways, from providing
directions around the ship, to making
reservations at the Lotus spa and
speciality dining restaurants, booking
shore excursions and providing
information about ports of call.

AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES
UNVEIL “STAY LONGER.
EXPERIENCE MORE.” LAND
PROGRAMME
Azamara Club Cruises has
announced plans to extend its land
programme with more exclusive
and curated activities ashore, more
overnight stays and late evenings
in port, and more themed voyages
built around major sports and
entertainment events.
The cruise line’s renewed focus on its
land programme was announced by
Azamara president and CEO, Larry
Pimentel, at a recent press event in
New York City.
“We have found that authentic,
localised travel which is exclusive
is one of the very hot buttons that
turn people on about going to a
destination,” Pimentel said. “The
more we can connect people to
people and to culture in a deeper,
more ingrained way, the more the
clients want to be with us.”
The land programmes will be built
around the notion of doing things
‘like a local’ and many are expected
to enable passengers to stay on
shore overnight. In addition, Azamara
Club Cruises will offer more cruises
to big events, including the British
Open, the Cannes Film Festival and
the Monaco Grand Prix.
The extended land programme has
been rolled out with the mantra:
“Stay longer. Experience more.” and
will include an emphasis on food,
shopping, biking, golf, walking and
other pursuits. The cruise line is
to offer more than 1,000 curated
experiences “that can’t be Googled”
in the words of Pimentel.
“You can’t find them,” he said.
“We’re creating them. And that’s the
difference.”
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CARNIVAL CORPORATION PLACES DOUBLE ORDER WITH FINCANTIERI
Carnival Corporation has signed a
memorandum of agreement with Italian
shipbuilder Fincantieri to build two new
cruise ships.
With the two ships – one for Holland
America Line and one for Princess
Cruises – Carnival Corporation has a
total of 19 new ships scheduled for
delivery between 2017 and 2022.
Holland America Line’s new 99,500-ton,
2,660-passenger ship will become the
third in its Pinnacle-class when built at
Fincantieri’s shipyard in Marghera, Italy,
and is expected to be delivered in 2021.
The as yet unnamed vessel will join

the recently launched ms Koningsdam
and Nieuw Statendam, scheduled for
delivery in November 2018.
Princess Cruises’ new 145,000-ton
ship is to be built at Fincantieri’s
Monfalcone shipyard, with an
expected delivery date of 2022. The
vessel will carry 3,660 passengers and
will become the cruise line’s sixth in
the Royal-class, joining Royal Princess,
Regal Princess, Majestic Princess
and two more yet-to-be-named
ships currently under construction
by Fincantieri, the delivery dates for
which are 2019 and 2020.

“We are extremely pleased to formally
announce these two new ships and
build on the success and popularity of
their sister ships already sailing guests
around the globe,” said Arnold Donald,
chief executive of Carnival Corporation.
“Our goal is to exceed the
expectations of the 11.5 million
guests who sail with us each year,
and these new ships will offer more
opportunities for our guests to create
lifelong vacation memories while
generating added excitement around
the fast-growing global demand for
cruise vacations.”

QUEEN VICTORIA BECOMES
LARGEST PASSENGER SHIP
EVER TO DOCK IN MANAUS
Cunard’s Queen Victoria has made
her maiden voyage through the
‘Meeting of the Waters’, becoming
the largest passenger ship to sail
the Amazon and dock in the port
of Manaus, 900 miles upriver from
the ocean.
Captain Peter Philpott was at the
helm as the ship arrived into the
Brazilian port of Manaus, the sixth of
32 ports of call on Queen Victoria’s
120-night World Voyage.
“Queen Victoria’s maiden call in
Manaus represents the type of
innovation and uniqueness that
guests have come to expect from
Cunard,” said Josh Leibowitz, Senior
Vice President of Cunard North
America.

ROYAL CARIBBEAN BECOMES THE ONLY CRUISE LINE TO
OFFER PADI DIVE CERTIFICATION
Royal Caribbean International is
now the only cruise line in the world
to offer on board PADI (Professional
Association of Diving Instructors)
Five Star Dive Centres, enabling
guests to become certified scuba
divers as part of their holiday.
Royal Caribbean’s new partnership
with PADI will see the cruise line
offer a range of programmes for
both new and experienced divers,
from a 30-minute ‘Try Dive Program’
for beginners, to PADI’s ‘Reactivate
Program’, which serves as a
refresher for certified divers. Prices
for these shorter programmes will
start at $29 per person.
Guests who are keen to turn their
holiday into the ultimate scuba
diving experience can enrol in
PADI’s ‘Open Water Diver’ course,
which is priced from $599 per

person and earns participants a
complete scuba diving certification.
The scuba dive course begins at
home with an online course using
the PADI Touch™ mobile app or
PADI eLearning® program. Once on
board, divers will test the waters in
the ship’s pool, before completing
the course’s four mandatory openwater training dives in some of the
world’s most stunning underwater
surroundings. Guests will return
home as certified scuba divers.
Guests can book their PADI course
before embarking through Royal
Caribbean’s Cruise Planner, or
while on board at one of the PADI
Five Star Dive Centres found on
ten ships in the fleet, including
Oasis, Freedom and Voyager-class
ships, as well as the Quantum-class
Anthem of the Seas.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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FOUR NEW SHIPS FOR
NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd.
has announced an order for four new
ships, with an option for two more, in
the company’s first collaboration with
shipbuilders Fincantieri.
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd.
revealed that four ships are on order
for delivery in 2022, 2023, 2024 and
2025, with the option for two additional
ships to be delivered in 2026 and 2027.
The four next generation ships will
accommodate approximately 3,300
guests and will make up an as-yetunnamed new class in the Norwegian
Cruise Lines fleet.
The prototype for the new ships was
developed by Fincantieri based on
NCL’s signature ‘freedom and flexibility’
approach. Commenting on the
collaboration, Giuseppe Bono, CEO of
Fincantieri, said:
“We are extremely excited to
collaborate with Norwegian Cruise
Line and this partnership allows us
to include a new prestigious client in
Fincantieri’s portfolio.”
The value of each ship is estimated
to be in the region of more than £680
million and the operator has hinted
that several ‘first-at-sea’ features will be
incorporated into their design.

Iris Apfel

FASHION ICON SET FOR THE HIGH SEAS
Cunard has announced that eccentric
fashion icon Iris Apfel will join the
line-up on board the cruise line’s
second annual Transatlantic Fashion
Week (31 August – 7 September 2017).
At 95, Iris has become known for
her individual style and a penchant
for flamboyant accessories. Her
signature look of bold round glasses,
oversized bangles and necklaces, and
vibrant outfits, has led to the industry
icon featuring in countless fashion
campaigns.
Over the course of Cunard’s
Transatlantic Fashion Week, Iris will
be presenting a Q&A session, offering
insight into her lifestyle, inspiration and
future fashion forecasts.
Iris commented: “I’ve lived quite a life
of fashion and can’t wait to experience
style at sea! I look forward to being
inspired by the elegance and glamour
of the occasion and life on board,
especially the formal nights, on my
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voyage across the Atlantic.”
Designer Julien Macdonald OBE will
headline Transatlantic Fashion Week
2017, joined by other prestigious
names in the fashion industry including
fashion historian Colin McDowell MBE
and consultant to the international
fashion industry, Gail Sackloff OBE, as
well as top models from Storm Model
Management.
Angus Struthers, Vice President of
Marketing for Cunard, said: “Following
on from the success of Transatlantic
Fashion Week 2016, we are delighted
to welcome fashion icon Iris Apfel, in
addition to Julien Macdonald, on board
Queen Mary 2 this year. Transatlantic
Fashion Week 2017 will see another
seven-night voyage full of glamorous
dinners, exclusive unveilings and
exciting catwalk shows, ensuring that
this week becomes a firm fixture that is
eagerly anticipated in the international
fashion show calendar.”

30 YEARS AT
THE TOP!
Bolsover Cruise Club recognised as the UK’s top P&O Cruises
agent for a 30th consecutive year.

T

he year was 1987 and George Michael had
‘Faith’, Bon Jovi was ‘Livin’ on a Prayer’ and
Patrick Swayze had us hypnotized with his
snake hips in Dirty Dancing. Somewhere amidst
all of this, Bolsover Cruise Club was collecting the award
for ‘Top UK Independent Agent for Canberra Cruises’ for
the very first time.
Fast-forward to 2017; Canberra Cruises has become
better known as P&O Cruises and Bolsover Cruise Club
has returned to the stage to collect the cruise line’s most
coveted award for a 30th consecutive year, at a starstudded ceremony held at London’s 100 Wardour Street
hotel in January.

The UK Cruise Awards are the most prestigious event
on the cruise calendar, bringing the industry’s biggest
names together to recognise the most successful agents
of the previous year.

“To be recognised as the UK’s top independent
agent for P&O Cruises for 30 years in a row is a huge
achievement for us and one which we are incredibly
proud of.
“Our relationship with P&O Cruises has been
nurtured over a great period of time, beginning
when the cruise industry itself was still in its
inception and SS Canberra ruled the waves.

Bolsover Cruise Club’s second win of the night
came via Reservations Manager, Helen Moore, who
had her unwavering hard work and commitment
recognised with the Shining Star Award.
Helen, who has worked for Bolsover Cruise Club for
over 20 years, said:
“I am so honoured and proud to receive
this award.

L-R; Helen Moore, Nathalie Avis, Samantha Ward

of World of Cruising, Marcus
Brigstocke, Comedian and Nathalie
Avis of Bolsover Cruise Club

Speaking about winning the award for an incredible
30 consecutive years, Michael Wilson, Managing
Director of Bolsover Cruise Club, said:

“Retaining this award for so long is testament to our
unrivalled expertise of the UK’s favourite cruise line.

and Julie Straw, Bolsover Cruise Club

L-R; Louise Robinson, editor

“To be recognised for all my hard work and my
commitment to Bolsover Cruise Club, and our valued
operators, makes everything worthwhile. I am so
grateful to all who made this happen, it really does
mean the world to me.”

Passenger
Favourite
Cruise Agent
Bolsover Cruise Club beat off
the competition to be named
‘Passenger Favourite Cruise
Agent’ in the second annual
Wave Awards, which took
place at Kensington’s Royal
Garden Hotel in February.
The Wave Awards set the
benchmark for achieving
excellence and significant
growth in the cruise sector
of the travel market, with the
black-tie ceremony attended
by 340 of the industry’s
leading figures.
The award for ‘Passenger
Favourite Cruise Agent’ was
voted for by the readers of
World of Cruising magazine.
“We are always especially
thrilled to receive awards
which are voted for by the
public” said Michael Wilson,
Managing Director of
Bolsover Cruise Club.

L-R; Paul Ludlow, Senior Vice President of P&O
Cruises, with Julie Straw and Helen Moore of

L-R; Paul Ludlow, Senior Vice President of P&O

Bolsover Cruise Club

Cruises, and Helen Moore of Bolsover Cruise Club

“We pride ourselves on being
the best when it comes to
our customer service and
overall client experience,
so it is fantastic to have our
dedication recognised.”

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT

CRUISING
THROUGH
THE YEARS

Back in January, we were awarded the title of
‘Top UK Independent Agent for P&O Cruises’ for
a 30th consecutive year. As part of our celebrations,
we decided it was time to shine a light on one of the
great contributors to Bolsover Cruise Club’s successes
throughout the years, founding partner, Derek Wilson.
Bolsover Cruise Club was founded in the
1960’s by your father, the late A. L. Wilson.
Can you tell us a little about how the idea
to open a travel agency first arose?
My father was a man of great foresight and
entrepreneurial spirit. Throughout his life
he had a knack for seeing opportunities
that others had overlooked and this led to
him opening several businesses during his
years. The first of those was a sweet shop
located next to the cinema in Bolsover.
With World War II in progress, sweets
and the like were on ration, and crisps
were amongst the items that had become
practically unobtainable. One day, as we
passed a shop in Sheffield on our way
home from the Empire Theatre, I pointed
out a sign in the window saying ‘Crisps for
Sale’. My father, being the man he was,
returned to the shop the following day and
discovered that the crisps were being made
at a fish shop in Hunters Bar, Sheffield.
He travelled to the fish shop and told the
owner that he would take as many crisps
as could be produced, going on to sell his
first van full within a couple of hours. Within
a short period of time he was supplying
not only his own shop, but also a number
of large wholesalers, retailers, pubs and
breweries around the country.
Some years later, and with other successful
business ventures in between, my father
was looking for a business to join his
flourishing estate agency in the town
of Bolsover. Realising that travel was a
growing market and that nobody else in the
area was operating this type of business, he
opened Bolsover Travel.
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How did you come to be involved with
the business?
I had previously worked for my father’s
crisps business, before going into the
Armed Forces to complete two years of
National Service. Like many, I had no
idea what I wanted to do when I left the
Forces. I took a sales job with Hoover
immediately after leaving and was very
successful in the role. Later, I would
hold various management positions
with a large electrical retailer in
Sheffield and it was here that I learned
much of the knowledge used to develop
Bolsover Travel, once I finally joined the
business in the late 1960’s.
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How did your early years at Bolsover
Travel contribute to the success of what
would become Bolsover Cruise Club?
My father’s ability to spot an opportunity
is something that is ingrained within
the whole family and it was this that
helped me grow the business. I had first
experimented with advertising in the local
press whilst working for the electrical
retailers, after noticing that similar
businesses were not promoting their
services at all. I noticed the same thing
again in the travel industry. At that time,
people would simply post deals in their
shop windows, never in the press. I began
advertising holiday offers in the local
newspaper and would regularly open the
shop to a long queue of customers
the day after the paper went on sale.
After realising that nobody else was
advertising cruise holidays, I decided
to place a very small 1 column
inch ad in the Mail on Sunday. I
remember us debating whether
it would be worthwhile, as the
advert was quite expensive at £100.
Shops never opened on Sundays
back then, so I put my home
telephone number on the ad
rather than waiting in the shop for
the phone to ring. The response
was incredible and we received
constant calls from 7.00am when
the newsagents opened, right
through to 1.00am the following
morning. Word spread from
there and it just grew and grew.

I BEGAN
ADVERTISING
HOLIDAY OFFERS
IN THE LOCAL
NEWSPAPER AND
WOULD REGULARLY
OPEN THE SHOP TO
A LONG QUEUE OF
CUSTOMERS THE DAY
AFTER THE PAPER
WENT ON SALE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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Did you ever expect that the
business would grow to become one
of the UK’s leading cruise agents?
No, we could never have envisaged
how the business would develop
throughout the years. We came into
the industry when there was really just
one cruise ship, the SS Canberra, and
have been lucky to grow with the cruise
lines. Other agents have come and
gone along the way, but we have stood
the test of time.

To what do you attribute the success of Bolsover Cruise Club?
It is a huge cliché but here at Bolsover Cruise Club we really do focus on offering the best service
to our customers. Everybody promises it these days but very few actually meet that promise.
We get back to people immediately. We have incredible product knowledge and we have
built the whole business around offering fantastic service. I would say that we are a family of
perfectionists, it’s in our blood and it has filtered down into the business; we offer the standard
of service that we would expect to receive and I think this reflects in the number of personal
recommendations from our clients. They have been the building blocks of our business.

After 45 years in the industry, you
must have seen rather a lot of
the world. Do you remember your
first cruise?
I do and it was that very first cruise which
had me sold on the idea of cruising in
general. It was unlike anything I had ever
done and I knew others would enjoy it
as much as I had. Like many cruisers
around that time, I sailed on board the
SS Canberra to the Canary Islands. My
wife and I shared a 4-berth cabin with
our two daughters and the ship itself was
a million miles away from today’s ships.
Our cabin had bunk beds and a sink, no
toilet. We had to pay for everything on
board with cash too, imagine that!

How has your role with Bolsover Cruise
Club changed over the years?
In the beginning, I took the very thorough
sales training I received at Hoover and
used the same principles to train my
staff. The method works and it is one
that we continue to use today, with all of
our cruise consultants undergoing three
months of really intense training before
they take their first call.
I think as far as progression goes, I
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recognised several years ago that it
was time to hand over the reins to my
children, Michael and Julie. They have
great modern business minds and we
live in a new world, where technology
plays more of a role in business than
ever. Seeing those changes coming and
acknowledging that the business must
change with the times was imperative in
taking Bolsover Cruise Club to the next
level. I’ve concentrated on sales training
since, so I guess you could say I’ve gone
full circle!

You’ve seen a lot of the world. Do you have a favourite destination?
One of my sons lives in Cape Town and I usually spend 5 or 6 weeks there each year; it’s
a great way to escape the worst of the winter! The weather is perfect and the place itself
is incredible. I’ve also taken several short cruises in and out of Cape Town. It is a beautiful
destination and it is a shame that political unrest has tainted its reputation. I personally
would be the first to recommend it to anyone who has considered visiting.

What has been your most memorable
cruise holiday?
Cruising has given people the chance
to see the furthest flung corners of the
world and I have been lucky enough to
travel to many places on board various
ships. One of my most memorable
cruises was aboard a ship called the
MS Astor. The cruise line was very new
at the time and offered sailings to the
Indian Ocean. That particular trip was
fantastic.

After all these years, what has been
your proudest moment at Bolsover
Cruise Club?

David Dingle was talking about, when
presenting an introduction to the award,
sounded very familiar!

It was very gratifying to receive the
Lifetime Achievement Award for
Significant Contribution to the Travel
Industry quite recently. I knew nothing
about it and I remember thinking
that whoever Carnival Chairman

Of course, I have to mention our most
recent award for ‘Top UK Independent
Agent for P&O Cruises’. To have
achieved this accolade for a 30th
consecutive year is just incredible and I
am very, very proud.

Aside from that, the feedback we have
received on the new website is really
important to me and it was also great
to be recognised as having the best
performing agent in Travel Weekly’s
mystery shopper feature. The magazine
has assessed our cruise agents on three
separate occasions and we scooped the
top spot each time. It is testament to the
hard work everyone puts in every day.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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One holiday,
endless reasons to book
And now, with extra on-board spending money, make that
endless plus one
AZURA A727

OCEANA E718C

AZURA A731

Southampton - Stavanger - Flaam t - Cruise in
Aurlandsfjord - Cruise in Sognefjord - Olden - Cruise in
Innvikfjorden - Cruise in Nordfjord - Bergen - Southampton

 Fly UK to Valletta - Split h - Venice - Ravenna
Dubrovnik t - Valletta -  Fly to UK

Southampton - Madeira - St Maarten - Dominica t
St Lucia - Grenada - Barbados - Overnight flight to UK 

Outside
Select Price from

Outside
Select Price from

Outside
Select Price from

12 OCT 2017 | 7 NIGHTS

9 SEP 2017 | 7 NIGHTS

£799

†
per
person

WITH

£200
per cabin to
spend on board*

Customers rate P&O Cruises
Powered by
Rating as of February 2017
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£999

†
per
person

20 OCT 2017 | 15 NIGHTS

WITH

£250
per cabin to
spend on board*

£1,499

WITH

†
per
person

£500
per cabin to
spend on board*

There are countless reasons to book a P&O Cruises holiday, but if you book an
applicable Select Price cruise by 2 May 2017, you’ll receive some extra money
There
are countless
reasons
book
a P&O
holiday,
but ifon
youboard
book an
to spend
on board*.
Not to
only
that,
but Cruises
because
all prices
P&O Cruises
applicable
Pricesterling,
cruise byyou
2 May
2017,
you’llworry
receive
somefluctuating
extra money
ships are Select
in pound
need
never
about
exchange
to
spend
on board*.
Not only
but treats.
becauseThese
all ourinclude
prices on
boardat
are
in bar, meals
rates
when
you splash
outthat,
on any
drinks
the
pound
you
needDining
never worry
about
fluctuating
exchange rates
when
in our sterling,
fabulous
Select
venues
such
as Atul Kochhar’s
Sindhu,
shore
you splash out on any treats on our ships. These include drinks at the bar, meals
excursions booked on board and wonderfully relaxing treatments in the spa.
in our fabulous Select Dining venues such as Atul Kochhar’s Sindhu, shore
excursions booked on board and wonderfully relaxing treatments in our spas.
When you holiday with Britain’s favourite cruise line, you can expect
complete peace of mind, meaning you’ll be able to sit back, relax, enjoy all
As Britain’s favourite cruise line, you can expect complete peace of mind,
the experiences your wonderful ship has to offer, and immerse yourself
meaning you’ll be able to sit back, relax, enjoy all the experiences your
fully in theship
destinations
ofand
yourimmerse
choosing.
And with
to choose
wonderful
has to offer,
yourself
fully hundreds
in the destinations
of
from,
the first And
stepwith
is deciding
where
you want
go.first
We’ve
just a few
your
choosing.
hundreds
to choose
from,tothe
stepmade
is deciding
suggestions
forto
starters...
where
you want
go. We’ve made just a few suggestions for starters...

Extra
on-board
spending
money*

Choose from
100's of
destinations

All prices
on board are
in £ sterling

OCEANA E722

ARCADIA J720

Southampton - Alicante - Barcelona - Marseilles
Florence/Pisa (tours from Livorno) - Ajaccio, Corsica
Gibraltar - Seville (tours from Cadiz) - Southampton

Southampton - La Coruna - Seville (tours from Cadiz)
Gibraltar - Lisbon - Southampton

Southampton - La Coruna - Antigua - Tortola
St Maarten - Martinique - Barbados - Ponta Delgada,
Azores - Southampton

Outside
Select Price from

Outside
Select Price from

Outside
Select Price from

ORIANA X722

30 OCT 2017 | 14 NIGHTS

£1,299

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

WITH

†
per
person

£400
per cabin to
spend on board*

22 NOV 2017 | 24 NIGHTS

20 NOV 2017 | 9 NIGHTS

£799

†
per
person

WITH

£200
per cabin to
spend on board*

£1,999

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

WITH

†
per
person

£500
per cabin to
spend on board*

Guide to Symbols

h land by tender t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender  Prices are inclusive of economy class
flights from/to London. Regional flights may be available, please ask for more details. Prices may vary for other departure airports.

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability. Prices are inclusive of economy class flights from/to London. Prices may vary for other departure
airports *Book an applicable Select Price holiday and receive on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on internet packages, restaurants, spa and shore excursions booked on board.
The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type, and varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 1 March 2017 and 2 May 2017
on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between March 2017 and March 2018 and is additional to the P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money/car parking/return coach travel (choice of benefit dependent on cruise type, date,
duration and time of booking). On-board spending money amount shown includes the Select Price benefit of on-board spending money plus the extra on-board spending money. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins. On-board spending money can only be
spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Early Saver or other promotional prices and cannot be exchanged for a cash alternative. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer in whole or on individual cruises at any time. For up to date prices visit
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com For full P&O Cruises terms and conditions please refer to P&O Cruises September 2016 – October 2018 brochure. Here you will find full descriptions of the cruises, cabin accommodation and itinerary details, as well as important information on
passport, visa and health requirements and booking conditions, which you must read before booking. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524.
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Holidays to the
cruising heartlands
Presenting Captain’s Choice
cruises. Tried, tested and honed
to near-perfection
ORIANA X716

11 AUG 2017 | 14 NIGHTS

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Southampton - Belfast - Stornoway h
Reykjavik - Isafjordur h - Akureyri t
Klaksvik - Kirkwall, Orkney Islands
Dublin - Southampton

Outside
Select Price from

£1,999

WITH

†
per
person

£550
per cabin to
spend on board*

Customers rate P&O Cruises
Powered by
Rating as of February 2017
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ARCADIA J715

10 SEP 2017 | 24 NIGHTS

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

AURORA R717

3 OCT 2017 | 17 NIGHTS

Southampton - New York (overnight in port)
Newport, Rhode Island h - Boston - Bar Harbor h
Halifax - Saguenay - Quebec (two days in port)
Sydney, Nova Scotia - Southampton

Southampton - Seville (tours from Cadiz) - Messina,
Sicily - Venice - Zadar - Dubrovnik t - Cagliari,
Sardinia - Gibraltar - Southampton

Outside
Select Price from

Outside
Select Price from

£3,799

WITH

†
per
person

£600
per cabin to
spend on board*

£1,999

WITH

†
per
person

£550
per cabin to
spend on board*

P&O Cruises are proud to present a selection of Captain’s Choice cruises; a
carefully
collated
collection
of exciting
holidays
offering
youathe
opportunity
We’re
proud
to present
a selection
of our Captain’s
Choice
cruises;
carefully
collated
collection
of exciting
holidays offering
you the
opportunity
to explorevaried
to explore
their cruising
heartlands.
Featuring
a wealth
of fabulously
our
cruising and
heartlands.
a wealthexperiences,
of fabulously varied
itineraries
packedFeaturing
with enriching
we’reitineraries
certain you’ll
and
with enriching
experiences,
we’reselection
certain you’ll
find something
findpacked
something
appealing
amongst this
of classic
destinations.
appealing
selection
of classic for
destinations.
As well
as offering
As well asamongst
offeringthis
ample
opportunity
exploration,
these
Captain’s
ample
for exploration,
our Captain’s
cruises
tempt
with
Choiceopportunity
cruises tempt
with an enticing
blendChoice
of days
at sea,
glamorous
Gala
an enticing blend of days at sea, glamorous Gala Evenings and calls in some of
Evenings and calls in some of the world’s most exciting cities.
the world’s most exciting cities.
Thosewith
witha alonger
longer
duration
allow
opportunity
to evenings
spend evenings
in
Those
duration
allow
moremore
opportunity
to spend
in
port,offering
offeringyou
you
even
more
time
to immerse
yourself
in the
local culture
port,
even
more
time
to immerse
yourself
in the local
culture
and
the
destinations
we visit.
cruisedcruised
to each and
everyand every
andcustoms
customsofof
the
destinations
you Having
visit. Having
to each
destination
many
years,
we know
of them
and are
destinationfor
for
many
years,
P&O each
Cruises
knowinside
eachout,
of them
inside out, and
perfectly
placed
to helptoyou
make
verythe
most
from
yourfrom
time ashore.
are perfectly
placed
help
youthe
make
very
most
your time ashore.

Tempted to take the plunge? If chilling out is high on your agenda, we’d
Tempted to take the plunge? If chilling out is high on your agenda, we’d
recommend the balmy delights of the Caribbean over Iceland’s effortless cool,
recommend
the balmy
delights
Caribbean
over Iceland’s
effortless
where
the dramatic
scenery
begs toof
bethe
explored
in a similarly
rugged 4x4
cool,
where
the
dramatic
scenery
begs
to
be
explored
in
a
similarly
vehicle. If you’re answering the call of the wild, our Canada and New Englandrugged
4x4 vehicle.
If you’re
answering
the
call
of the
wild,
P&O Cruises’
Canada
journeys
combine
wilderness
and big
city
bright
lights
to brilliant
effect. And
if
and New
England
journeys
wilderness classics,
and bigAurora
city bright
to
you’re
intent
on brushing
up oncombine
those Mediterranean
offerslights
a
brilliant
effect. And
if you’re
intent
brushing up on those Mediterranean
17
night odyssey
of culture,
history
andon
cuisine.
classics, Aurora offers a 17 night odyssey of culture, history and cuisine.
So, we’ve given you a little taste of the Captain’s Choice adventures available
and we hope you’re as excited as we are at the prospects that lie ahead. And
So, we’ve given you a little taste of the Captain’s Choice adventures available
with extra on-board spending money when you book an applicable Select
and we hope you’re as excited as we are at the prospects that lie ahead.
Price holiday by 2 May 2017, you can enjoy so many more moments to savour,
And with extra on-board spending money when you book an applicable
opportunities to explore and ways to relax.
Select Price holiday by 2 May 2017, you can enjoy so many more moments
to savour, opportunities to explore and ways to relax.

AURORA R720P

10 NOV 2017 | 12 NIGHTS

£1,349

WITH

†
per
person

OCEANA E803

Southampton - Madeira - Antigua - St Maarten
Tortola - St Lucia - Barbados - Grenada - Curacao
Aruba - Cartagena - Colon - Roatan t - Belize h
Cozumel t - Progreso - New Orleans (two days in
port) - Key West t - Miami - Port Canaveral
(overnight in port) - Charleston - Bermuda (two days
in port) - Praia da Vitoria, Azores - Southampton

Southampton - Madeira - Antigua - St Maarten
Tortola - St Kitts t - Martinique - St Lucia - Grenada
Barbados - Ponta Delgada, Azores - Southampton

Outside
Select Price from

Outside
Select Price from

6 JAN 2018 | 50 NIGHTS

Southampton - Andalsnes t - Tromso
Alta (overnight in port) - Stavanger - Southampton

Outside
Select Price from

GRAND TOUR | ORIANA X801

£300
per cabin to
spend on board*

11 FEB 2018 | 28 NIGHTS

WITH

£4,899

†
per
person

£1,300
per cabin to
spend on board*

£2,849

WITH

†
per
person

£800
per cabin to
spend on board*

Guide to Symbols

h land by tender t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender
Please note: Immigration services procedures will be required on the first port of call in the United States on cruises J715 and X801.

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability *Book an applicable Select Price holiday and receive on-board spending money to spend during
your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on internet packages, restaurants, spa and shore excursions booked on board. The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the
applicable cabin type, and varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 1 March 2017 and 2 May 2017 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between March 2017 and March 2018 and is additional to the
P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money/car parking/return coach travel (choice of benefit dependent on cruise type, date, duration and time of booking). On-board spending money amount shown includes the Select Price benefit of on-board
spending money plus the extra on-board spending money. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins. On-board spending money can only be spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Early Saver or other promotional prices and cannot be exchanged for a cash
alternative. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer in whole or on individual cruises at any time. For up to date prices visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com. For full P&O Cruises terms and conditions please refer to P&O Cruises September 2016 – October 2018
brochure. Here you will find full descriptions of the cruises, cabin accommodation and itinerary details, as well as important information on passport, visa and health requirements and booking conditions, which you must read before booking. P&O Cruises is a
trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524.
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The greatest
Earth on show

Customers rate P&O Cruises
Powered by
Rating as of February 2017
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When it comes to the holiday
of your dreams, there is a world of
choice at your fingertips.
Are you ready for a holiday of eye-widening,
Are you ready for a holiday
of eye-widening,
horizon-broadening,
never-to-be-forgotten
horizon-broadening,
never-to-be-forgotten
adventure?
These epic
Arcadia cruises range
adventure?
These
epic Arcadia
range
from
a 99 night
World
Cruise, cruises
to Classic
Southern
from a 99 night
World Cruise,
to Classic
Southern
Hemisphere
Journeys,
beginning
or ending
your
Hemisphere
Journeys,
beginning
or ending
your If
holiday
in the
beautiful
Australasian
continent.
holidayalways
in the beautiful
continent. faryou’ve
longed toAustralasian
explore a particular
If you’ve
always
longed
to explore
a particular
flung
corner
of the
globe,
these holidays
could be
far-flung
the globe,
these
just
whatcorner
you’veofbeen
looking
for. holidays could
be just what you’ve been looking for.
AOur
P&O
Cruises
World
Cruise
needs
World
Cruise
surely
needssurely
little introduction;
little
this of
is truly
the holiday
this isintroduction;
truly the holiday
a lifetime;
the of a
lifetime;
the of
culmination
of years planning
of dreaming,
culmination
years of dreaming,
and
planning
anddistilled
anticipation,
distilled
intonight
one epic,
anticipation,
into one
epic, 99
99
night adventure.
When it
making
adventure.
When it comes
tocomes
makingtoyour
ultimate
your
ultimate
dream
a reality,
think it’s worth
an
dream
a reality,
we think
it’s anwe
experience
experience
worth savouring,
allowing
you
savouring, allowing
you the time
to revel
in the
newtime
to
revel inand
new
customs
and cultures,
explore
customs
cultures,
explore
fascinating
cities
fascinating
andcuisines.
savour delicious
and savour cities
delicious
The wholecuisines.
world is
The
whole
is waiting
for off
you.
After
you
step
waiting
for world
you. After
you step
your
ship
back
in
off
your ship back
in Southampton,
lifesame
won’tagain.
feel
Southampton,
life won’t
feel quite the
quite the same again.
Classic Southern Hemisphere Journeys allow you
to start Southern
or finish your
epic cruise in
the beautiful
Classic
Hemisphere
Journeys
allow you
Australasian
continent.
sailcruise
from Southampton
to
start or finish
your Set
epic
in the beautiful
Australasian continent. Set sail from Southampton

bound for Sydney, or fly to Sydney and set sail
bound
for Sydney, or
fly to Sydney
set different
sail for
for
Southampton,
discovering
soand
many
Southampton,
many differentyou’ll
portsset
ports
along thediscovering
way. FromsoSouthampton
thewestward,
way. From bound
Southampton
a course
aalong
course
for theyou’ll
Westset
Indies,
westward,
boundCaribbean
for the West
Indies,before
taking enjoying
in classic
taking
in classic
islands
islands through
before enjoying
a scenicCanal.
passage
aCaribbean
scenic passage
the Panama
After
through the
Panama
Canal.
After exploring
Mexico and
exploring
Mexico
and
spectacular
San Francisco,
spectacular
Francisco,
you’ll cruise
through
you’ll
cruise San
through
the South
Pacific
to Newthe
South Pacific
to New
Zealand before
culminating
Zealand
before
culminating
your journey
with your
an
journey
with
an
unforgettable
sail
in
to
Sydney
Harbour.
unforgettable sail in to Sydney Harbour.

Should you decide to join your ship in Australia,
Should
you decide
to join your
ship
in Australia,
your return
to Southampton
will
encompass
the
your
Southampton
the
best return
of the to
Great
Barrier Reefwill
andencompass
the Whitsunday
best
of the
Great
Barrier Reef
and the
Whitsunday
Islands.
You’ll
experience
the buzz
of Asia’s
ancient
Islands.
You’ll
thecultures.
buzz of Asia’s
ancient
traditions
andexperience
ultra-modern
Take in
traditions
ultra-modern
Take
the Indianand
subcontinent,
andcultures.
be wowed
byin
the
the
Indian subcontinent,
and be
wowedand
by the
the
incredible
man-made skyline
of Dubai
incredible
man-made
skyline
Dubai and the
ancient wonders
of Egypt
andofPetra.
ancient wonders of Egypt and Petra.
If you’ve long-harboured a desire to see the best of
world
by ship, this is the
perfect
opportunity.
Ifthe
you’ve
long-harboured
a desire
to see
the best of
And
with
extra
on-board
spending
money
when
the world by ship, this is the perfect opportunity.
you with
bookextra
an applicable
Pricemoney
holidaywhen
by
And
on-boardSelect
spending
2
May
2017,
you’ll
enjoy
even
more
moments
you book an applicable Select Price holiday by to
throughout
your even
epic journey
of discovery.
2savour
May 2017,
you’ll enjoy
more moments
to
savour throughout your epic journey of discovery.

The World Cruise

Classic Southern Hemisphere Journey

J801 ARCADIA’S WESTERN CIRCUMNAVIGATION 2018
9 JAN 2018 | 99 NIGHTS

JSZ SOUTHAMPTON TO SYDNEY
9 JAN 2018 | 45 NIGHTS

Outside
Select Price from

Outside
Select Price from

WITH

£11,599

†
per
person

£2,000
per cabin to
spend on board*

WITH

£5,599

†
per
person

£900

per cabin to
spend on board*

Classic Southern Hemisphere Journey

Classic Southern Hemisphere Journey

JSY SOUTHAMPTON TO AUCKLAND
9 JAN 2018 | 41 NIGHTS

JZS SYDNEY TO SOUTHAMPTON
21 FEB 2018 | 57 NIGHTS

Outside
Select Price from

£5,199

WITH

†
per
person

£800

per cabin to
spend on board*

Outside
Select Price from

£7,199

WITH

†
per
person

£1,200
per cabin to
spend on board*

Guide to Symbols

h Land by tender t Ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender Prices are inclusive
of economy class flights from/to London. Regional flights may be available, please ask for more details. Prices may vary for other departure
airports. Holiday nights shown include flights and hotel overnight stays where applicable. Please note: Immigration services procedures will be
required on the first port of call in the United States on cruises J801, JSY and JSZ.

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability. Prices are inclusive of economy class flights from/to London. Prices may vary for other
departure airports *Book an applicable Select Price holiday and receive on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on internet packages, restaurants, spa and shore excursions
booked on board. The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type, and varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 1 March
2017 and 2 May 2017 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between March 2017 and March 2018 and is additional to the P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money. On-board spending money amount shown includes the
Select Price benefit of on-board spending money plus the extra on-board spending money. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins. On-board spending money can only be spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Early Saver or other promotional
prices and cannot be exchanged for a cash alternative. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer in whole or on individual cruises at any time. For up to date prices visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com. For full P&O Cruises terms and conditions please refer
to P&O Cruises September 2016 – October 2018 brochure. Here you will find full descriptions of the cruises, cabin accommodation and itinerary details, as well as important information on passport, visa and health requirements and booking conditions,
which you must read before booking. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524.
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CASE
Our pick of swimwear for the whole family will have you
hitting the sand in style this summer
HER
M&Co.

at

Red Twist Swimsuit

Ombre Swimsuit

£30.00
mandco.com

£49.00
debenhams.com

Tummy control technology, a
flattering sweetheart neckline and a
waist-cinching twist front creates the
ultimate hourglass silhouette.

Secret support
fabric and a clever
graduating ombre
design makes
this swimsuit as
figure-flattering as
it is comfortable.

Marks & Spencer
Pom Pom Trim Fedora
£15.00
marksandspencer.com
What is summer without a fedora?
This traditional straw style has had
a fashion update with a pom pom
trim.
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River Island

La Redoute

Navy Cut Out Swimsuit

Striped Bandeau Swimsuit

£40.00
riverisland.com

£35.00
laredoute.co.uk

This colour-contrast embroidered
number allows you to show a hint of
skin, without daring to bare all in a bikini.

This striped
bandeau
swimsuit is
both nautical
and nice, with
a notched
v-neckline and
concealed
underwiring
for support.

HIM
Burton Menswear

Marks and Spencer

Palm Print Shorts

Lobster Print Swim Shorts

£20.00
burton.co.uk

£17.50
marksandspencer.com

Nothing says ‘tropical’ quite like
swaying palms and these shorts are a
more masculine take on the print.

These swim
shorts are
as fun as
they are
functional,
thanks to
a cheeky
lobster print.
Marks and Spencer
Boat Print Swim Shorts
House of Fraser

£15.00
marksandspencer.com

Calvin Klein Double Waistband Shorts

Embrace all things nautical whilst out
at sea, in these quick-dry boat print
swim shorts.

£59.00
houseoffraser.co.uk
Label lovers will appreciate these
double waistband swim shorts from a
Nineties favourite.

Beige Linen Ambassador Hat
£25.00
johnlewis.com
Shelter from the summer sun in this
classic, lightweight ambassador hat
with a classic navy trim.

KIDS
John Lewis

Mothercare

John Lewis

John Lewis

Girls Horizontal Stripe
Swimsuit

Shark Print Swim Shorts

Tommy Hilfiger Striped
Swim Shorts

Girls Beach Print Swimsuit

£12.00
johnlewis.com
With a contrasting yellow
ruffle and a low scoop back,
this isn’t just another striped
swimsuit.

£7.00
mothercare.com
Don’t go into the water!
Unless you’re wearing these
super-cool shark print swim
shorts, of course.

£34.00
johnlewis.com
These cool colour block
swim shorts will add an AllAmerican edge to any beach
or pool around the world.

£14.00
johnlewis.com
Sun, sea, sand, beach
balls and picnics; have you
ever seen a swimsuit so
summery?
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■ M
 id-size, elegant ships catering
to just 684 or 1,250 guests

■ E
 legant casual ambiance;

■ T
 he Finest Cuisine at SeaTM, served in
a variety of distinctive open-seating
restaurants, at no additional charge

■ T
 he Culinary Center – the first

■ Gourmet culinary program crafted by
world-renowned Master Chef Jacques Pépin
■ S
 pectacular port-intensive itineraries
featuring overnight visits and extended
evening port stays

tuxedos and gowns are never required

hands-on cooking school at sea
■ A
 cclaimed Canyon Ranch SpaClub®
■ E
 xtraordinarily high staff-to-guest ratio
ensures exemplary personalised service
■ M
 ore than 80% of accommodations feature
private verandas

NORTH ATLANTIC IBERIAN
CROSSING
GRANDEUR

PILLARS OF
HISTORY

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
8 Shore Excursions / FREE $800 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

21 June 2017 / Sirena / 16 Nights

8 August 2017 / Sirena / 10 Nights

22 August 2017 / Riviera / 10 Nights

Fly from London to Miami (includes a 1 night hotel stay in
Miami), St. George, Funchal (Madeira), Malaga, Cartagena,
Barcelona, Provences (Marseilles), Saint-Tropez, Rome
(Civitavecchia), fly to London

Fly from London to Bilbao, Gijon, Santiago de Compostela
(Vigo), Lisbon (overnight in port), Gibraltar, Alicante, Ibiza,
Mahon (Minorca), Barcelona, fly to London

Fly from London to Barcelona, Palamos, Toulon, Antibes,
Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno), Rome (Civitavecchia), Sorrento/
Capri, Chania (Crete), Santorini, Athens (Pireaus), fly to London

Veranda from £3383pp

Veranda from £3035pp

Veranda from £2669pp

Penthouse Suite from £4423pp

Penthouse Suite from £3955pp

Penthouse Suite from £3639pp

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports
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Enrich your mind, body and spirit
Imagine a country hotel, nestled in the heart of the Mediterranean, the South China Sea, the Atlantic or the Pacific Ocean.
Oceania Cruises combines the sophisticated elegance of a private hotel with the flexibility and adventure of sea travel.
Exciting and exotic worldwide itineraries with extensive shore excursion choices and expert on board lecturers, fine dining
in a wide choice of open-seating restaurants including up to four speciality restaurants all at no additional charge, a private
veranda in the majority of accommodations and butler service in suite accommodations blend to create an ambiance that
is fast becoming the choice of the more discerning traveller.

COASTAL
TRAIL OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN VIKINGS

ROMANCE AND
RELICS

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
4 Shore Excursions /FREE $400 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
10 Shore Excursions / FREE $1000 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
4 Shore Excursions / FREE $400 Shipboard Credit

PLUS Group
Benefit - $100
Shipboard Credit
& FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $920

PLUS Group
Benefit - $100
Shipboard Credit
& FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $368

14 June 2017 / Riviera / 7 Nights

15 July 2017 / Nautica / 20 Nights

5 August 2017 / Riviera / 8 Nights

Fly from London to Rome (Civitavecchia), Amalfi, Positano,
Cagliari (Sardinia), Palma de Mallorca, Provence (Marseille),
Antibes, Monte Carlo (overnight in port), fly to London

Southampton, Edinburgh, Invergordon, Torshavn (Faroe
Islands), Husavik, Isafjordur, Paamiut (Frederikshab), Qaqortoq,
Reykjavik (overnight in port), Londonderry (Greencastle), Belfast,
Dublin, Southampton

Fly from London to Athens (Pireaus), Santorini, Taormina (Sicily),
Amalfi/Positano, Rome (Civitavecchia), Florence/Pisa/Tuscany
(Livorno), Portofino, Monte Carlo, fly to London

Veranda from £2483pp

Penthouse Suite from £3433pp

Veranda from £7249pp

Penthouse Suite from £8699pp

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Veranda from £2463pp

Penthouse Suite from £3453pp
Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

COTTAGES,
COVES & COASTS

COSMOPOLITAN
COLLAGE

CARIBBEAN
SYMPHONY

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
4 Shore Excursions / FREE $400 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
4 Shore Excursions / FREE $400 Shipboard Credit

PLUS Group
Benefit - $150
Shipboard Credit
& FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $368

PLUS Group
Benefit - $100
Shipboard Credit
& FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $460

30 August 2017 / Insignia / 12 Nights

17 October 2017 / Riviera / 8 Nights

13 November 2017 / Insignia / 11 Nights

Fly from London to New York, (includes a 1 night hotel stay
in New York) , Newport (Rhode Island), Boston, Bar Harbor,
Halifax, St George (Bermuda, overnight in port), New York, fly
to London

Fly from London to Monte Carlo, Portofino, Florence/Pisa/
Tuscany (Livorno), Rome (Civitavecchia), Villefranche, Provence
(Marseilles), Sete, Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona, fly to London

Fly from London to Miami, Havana, Roatan, Santo Tomas,
Harvest Caye, Costa Maya, Nassau, Miami, fly to London

Veranda from £3436pp

Veranda from £2335pp

Veranda from £3452pp

Penthouse Suite from £4586pp

Penthouse Suite from £3325pp

Penthouse Suite from £4372pp

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Price based on 2 adults sharing the stateroom types shown. Airfare is included from London in economy class; flights may be indirect. Complimentary regional flights are available from Aberdeen, Belfast, Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds/ Bradford, Manchester or Newcastle . These are subject to
availability and may be indirect. Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites receive access for two devices per suite. Free Shore Excursions vary by voyage and exclude Oceania Choice, Oceania Exclusive and Exclusive Collection; Up to 9 Days = 4 FREE Shore Excursions | $400 SBC per
Stateroom, 10 to 13 Days = 6 FREE Shore Excursions | $600 SBC per Stateroom, 14 + Days = 8 FREE Shore Excursions | $800 SBC per Stateroom. Any noted shipboard credit and shore excursions are per stateroom. Free House Select Beverage Packages includes unlimited champagne, wine and beer with lunch
and dinner, is one per full fare paying adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of 2 per stateroom. If shore excursion amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Free gratuities does not
apply to service charges relating to private dining, spa treatments or alcoholic beverages. Offers end 31st March 2017 are subject to availability and prices are subject to change.
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NORTH ATLANTIC IBERIAN
CROSSING
GRANDEUR

PILLARS OF
HISTORY

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
8 Shore Excursions / FREE $800 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

21 June 2017 / Sirena / 16 Nights

8 August 2017 / Sirena / 10 Nights

22 August 2017 / Riviera / 10 Nights

Fly from London to Miami (includes a 1 night hotel stay in
Miami), St. George, Funchal (Madeira), Malaga, Cartagena,
Barcelona, Provences (Marseilles), Saint-Tropez, Rome
(Civitavecchia), fly to London

Fly from London to Bilbao, Gijon, Santiago de Compostela
(Vigo), Lisbon (overnight in port), Gibraltar, Alicante, Ibiza,
Mahon (Minorca), Barcelona, fly to London

Fly from London to Barcelona, Palamos, Toulon, Antibes,
Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno), Rome (Civitavecchia), Sorrento/
Capri, Chania (Crete), Santorini, Athens (Pireaus), fly to London

Veranda from £3383pp

Veranda from £3035pp

Veranda from £2669pp

Penthouse Suite from £4423pp

Penthouse Suite from £3955pp

Penthouse Suite from £3639pp

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

RENAISSANCE
& RELICS

BRIDGES &
BASILICAS

ADRIATIC
RHAPSODY

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choice from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

16 October 2017 / Marina / 12 Nights

25 October 2017 / Riviera / 12 Nights

28 October 2017 / Marina / 10 Nights

Fly from London to Barcelona, Provence (Marseilles), Monte Carlo,
Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno), Rome (Civitavecchia), Amalfi/
Positano, Taormina (Sicily), Mykonos, Santorini, Thessaloniki, Volos,
Athens (Piraeus), fly to London

Fly from London to Barcelona, Palamos, Provence
(Marseilles), Monte Carlo, Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno),
Rome (Civitavecchia), Palermo (Sicily), Kotor, Dubrovnik,
Koper, Venice (overnight in port), fly to London

Fly from London to Athens (Piraeus), Santorini, Katakolon, Corfu, Kotor,
Split, Venice, Taormina (Sicily), Naples/Pompeii, Rome (Civitavecchia),
fly to London

Veranda from £2879pp

Veranda from £2939pp

Veranda from £2635pp

Penthouse Suite from £2979pp

Penthouse Suite from £4039pp

Penthouse Suite from £3675pp

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports
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EASTERN
ESCAPADE

EUROPEAN
QUEST

RELICS OF
HISTORY

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
8 Shore Excursions / FREE $800 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
4 Shore Excursions / FREE $400 Shipboard Credit

FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $460 PLUS
$100 Ship Board
Credit

FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $460

FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $368

4 Febuary 2018 / Nautica / 15 Nights

23 May 2018 / Marina / 10 Nights

26 June 2018 / Riviera / 8 Nights

Fly from London to Hong Kong (overnight in port), Hanoi (Ha Long
Bay, overnight in port), Hue/Da Nang (Chan Mai, overnight in port),
Nha Trang, Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City, overnight in port), Singapore,
Ko Samui, Bangkok (overnight in port), fly to London

Southampton, Paris (Honfleur), Saint-Malo, Brest, La Rochelle,
Bordeaux (le Verdon), Biarritz (Saint-Jean-de-Luz), Bilbao, Gijon,
Southampton

Fly from London to Rome (Civitavecchia), Sorrento/Capri,
Catania, Argostoli (Cephalonia), Kotor, Split, Koper, Venice
(overnight in port), fly to London

Veranda from £6050pp

Penthouse Suite from £7830pp

Veranda from £2989pp

Penthouse Suite from £4109pp

Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Veranda from £2877pp

Penthouse Suite from £3777pp
Transfers included (airport to ship and ship to airport)
Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

GLORIOUS
GETAWAY

BRITISH ISLES
MEDLEY

IBERIAN
QUEST

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
8 Shore Excursions / FREE $800 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
6 Shore Excursions / FREE $600 Shipboard Credit

FREE Unlimited Internet PLUS choose from one of
the following; FREE House Beverage Package / FREE
4 Shore Excursions / FREE $400 Shipboard Credit

FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $690

FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $552

FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities worth
up to $322

30 August 2018 / Riviera / 15 Nights

14 September 2018 / Nautica / 12 Nights

9 October 2018 / Marina / 7 Nights

Fly from London to Monte Carlo (overnight in port), Antibes, Portofino,
Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno), Ajaccio (Corsica), Palma de Mallorca,
Valencia, Barcelona, Saint-Tropez, Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno), Rome
(Civitavecchia), Alicante, Malaga, Lisbon (overnight in port), fly to London

Southampton, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Glasgow (Greenock), Belfast,
Liverpool, Dublin, Holyhead, Waterford, Portland, Southampton

Fly from London to Lisbon, Seville, Malaga, Alicante, Palma de Mallorca,
Monte Carlo, Provence (Marseilles), Barcelona), fly to London

Veranda from £5399pp

Veranda from £2201pp

Veranda from £4664pp

Penthouse Suite from £6454pp

Penthouse Suite from £6649pp

Penthouse Suite from £2951pp

Other airports available at a supplement, call for details.

Other airports available at a supplement, call for details.

Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Complimentary Regional flights available from selected airports

Price based on 2 adults sharing the stateroom types shown. Airfare is included from London in economy class; flights may be indirect. Complimentary regional flights are available from Aberdeen, Belfast,
Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds/ Bradford, Manchester or Newcastle . These are subject to availability and may be indirect. Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites receive
access for two devices per suite. Free Shore Excursions vary by voyage and exclude Oceania Choice, Oceania Exclusive and Exclusive Collection; Up to 9 Days = 4 FREE Shore Excursions | $400 SBC per Stateroom,
10 to 13 Days = 6 FREE Shore Excursions | $600 SBC per Stateroom, 14 + Days = 8 FREE Shore Excursions | $800 SBC per Stateroom. Free House Select Beverage Packages includes unlimited champagne, wine and
beer with lunch and dinner, is one per full fare paying adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of 2 per stateroom. If shore excursion amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days
prior to sailing. Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Free gratuities does not apply to service charges relating to private dining, spa treatments or alcoholic beverages. Offers
end 31st March 2017 are subject to availability and prices are subject to change.
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BALTIC
TREASURES

Lift the lid on the treasure box that is the Baltic Sea and discover
Northern Europe’s most precious gems

T

he Baltic Sea crashes against the coastlines of Northern
Europe, a region best explored from the water. Port-rich
itineraries take you to some of the world’s most cultural
capitals, from medieval Tallinn, to cosy Copenhagen, vivacious
Berlin and cutting-edge Helsinki. The land of the Vikings and the Tsars
holds history and mystery in spades.

Stockholm, Sweden
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BALTIC

ST PETERSBURG

TREASURES

Dramatic, flamboyant, opulent;
it’s hard to believe that
St Petersburg was once little
more than swampland. Built
by Peter the Great in 1703,
the city served as Russia’s
imperial showcase capital until
the Russian Revolution and
remains the country’s cultural
capital today.

Into The Blue|Call us on: 01246 819 819

From £1,549p

p

CALL: 01246 819 819

S

trolling through St Petersburg sends
you down the rabbit hole and back
to the time of the Tsars. From the
extravagant onion-domed exterior of
the Church of the Saviour on the Spilled Blood,
to the mint green, white and gold façade of
the Hermitage and the antique gold walls that
have witnessed a lifetime of performances
in the Mariinsky Theatre; the city is a work of
art in itself. For full effect, revel in the regalia
of a changing of the guard ceremony in the
grounds of the grand Palace Square, before
casting your eye across some of the three
million or more treasures contained within the
neoclassical walls of the sprawling Hermitage
Museum complex.
St Petersburg’s Romanov residences and
imperial palaces reflect in the still Neva River,
but venture a little deeper into the streets
beneath the bejewelled skyline and you’ll
discover a self-assured city that has two feet
firmly in the present. St Petersburg holds its
own against Moscow, its city-dwellers as chic
and its social scene as sophisticated. The
‘white nights’ of midsummer bathe
St Petersburg in a glorious glow, dusk’s
moody skies stretching into the early hours
of the morning as the sun fails to set fully
between mid-June and July. Locals raise a
raucous toast to the start of summer, casting
off their clothes to sunbathe at the Peter and
Paul Fortress Beach during the day, before
spending evenings at the Mariinsky Theatre,
catching operas, theatrics and the worldfamous Russian ballet, ending with a nightcap
at tables outside bars that stay open late into
the night.
Despite its popularity, St Petersburg remains
one of the most difficult destinations in the
world to visit independently, due to Russia’s
stringent visa restrictions. Travellers on an
organised excursion are covered within a ship
group visa held by the cruise operator, making
a cruise the simplest way to see the city by far.
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Cunard
Queen Elizabe
th
14 nights sailing
from
Southampton
14 July 2017

The Hermitage

Mariinsky Theatre

The Bronze Horseman

Russian nesting dolls

COPENHAGEN
T

Aside from the multi-coloured merchant houses of nautical Nyhavn and the smaller-thanexpected Little Mermaid statue, Copenhagen is most famous for being the coolest Nordic
capital and the happiest city in the world.

he concept of ‘hygge’, a nearobsession with getting cosy, has
been recreated across Europe in
recent years but in Copenhagen’s
quaint cafes it is truly at home. In summer,
you feel it as you eat outdoors on the
harbour. In winter, hygge comes into its
own, wrapping you in a warm hug as you
eat warm pastries and sip hot chocolate in
chintzy cafes. It’s an entirely unique Nordic
concept but it doesn’t half make the city feel
like home.
The largest city in Scandinavia has become
one of Europe’s must-see destinations in
recent years. Its diverse neighbourhoods
are incredibly bike-friendly, your two
wheels taking you from the historic harbour

district of Nyhavn, through the Vesterbro
neighbourhood’s cool Meatpacking
District, to the lively shopping street of
Strøget, one of Europe’s largest and oldest
pedestrianised streets.
Tivoli Gardens was established in 1843,
making it not only one of the world’s
oldest theme parks but also one of the
most tasteful. The attraction comes alive
in November, when the festive markets
transform it into a winter wonderland.
Spring sees the park fill with locals and
summer brings music festivals and long
laissez-faire days of flitting between vintage
fairground rides, shows in the Glass Hall
Theatre and meals in one of over 30
different restaurants.

Copenhagen is one of the Baltic’s most
family-friendly cities, not only thanks to the
Tivoli Gardens and the National Aquarium
Denmark (the largest aquarium in Northern
Europe), but also because there is an endless
list of activities to keep the kids entertained,
from burning off excess energy in the
gorgeous grounds of Rosenborg Castle, to
picnics on the solar-powered ‘GoBoats’ that
work their way along Copenhagen’s canals.
With a thriving gastronomical scene
attracting foodies from around the
world, plus chic Scandinavian design
boutiques that’ll make you appreciate
the lack of luggage limits when you
sail to and from the UK, Copenhagen’s
popularity is well-deserved.

Royal Caribbe
an
Vision of the Se
as
12 nights sailing
from
Amsterdam
15 June 2017

From £1,989p
Includes flights

p

CALL: 01246 819 819
Nyhavn, Copenhagen
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BALTIC
TREASURES

STOCKHOLM

The night before arrival into Stockholm sees alarms set and cameras readied, the anticipation
for one of cruising’s best port approaches reaching fever pitch. There are 30,000 islands, islets
and rocks in the Stockholm archipelago, and your ship will negotiate hundreds of them on its
approach into the city, making for some seriously stunning views on route.

S

tockholm itself is spread across
14 islands, with 57 bridges
making its many neighbourhoods
surprisingly accessible. Each has
its own unique character, from bohemian
Södermalm, with its leisurely vibe, vintage
shops and hip SoFo area, to the Old Town
of Gamla Stan. Stockholm was founded
here in 1252 and the city’s central island
continues to be considered its historic
heart and soul. The medieval Stortorget
square and the buildings along the
streets of Köpmangatan are some of the
oldest and best preserved in Europe. The
Royal Palace, whose 600 rooms make it
one of the largest palaces in the world,
Stockholm Cathedral and the Nobel

Museum are all found in the Gamla Stan
neighbourhood.
Norrmalm is the city’s modern centre,
where on any given day you’ll find Sweden’s
stereotypically beautiful people shopping for
beautiful Scandinavian interiors and fashion.
Many retire to upmarket Östermalm,
a neighbourhood whose exclusive
Bibliotekstan shopping district and grand
seaside boulevard, Strandvägen, make it a
worthwhile stop for visitors.
The Swedish are famous for their love of
the great outdoors. Follow the locals to
Djugården by foot or ferry and you’ll find the
perfect place to enjoy summer in the city.

The greenest of Stockholm’s islands isn’t only
home to an abundance of natural beauty,
but also some of the city’s top attractions,
including the must-see Vasa Museum. The
Vasa capsized and sank just a mile from the
Stockholm shore in 1623 and was preserved
by the ice cold Baltic Sea in the 333 years
that followed. It has since been recovered
and is exhibited at the Vasa Museum as the
world’s only preserved 17th century ship.
The mighty warship is an arresting sight.
If sunken ships aren’t your idea of fun,
perhaps you’d prefer to get a little more
familiar with Sweden’s four most famous
figures; the ABBA Museum can be found on
Djugården.

Azamara Club Cruises
Azamara Journey
12 nights sailing from
Stockholm
23 August 2017

From £2,785pp
Includes flights

CALL: 01246 819 819
32
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Night scenery of Stockholm

St. Catherine's Passage

P&O Cruises
Britannia
14 nights sailing
from
Southampton
4 June 2017

From £1,199p

p

CALL: 01246 819 819

Town Hall Square in Tallinn Old Town

Alexander Nevsky Cathedral

Fortress walls in Tallinn Old Town

TALLINN
Estonia’s compact capital is more chocolate box charming than
Soviet-era stark. Tallinn is one of the Baltic’s most walkable
cities and you needn’t venture far from the port to discover its
pride and joy. Tallinn’s UNESCO World Heritage-listed
Old Town is one of the best preserved medieval towns in the
world. The gentlemanly Hanseatic League left behind a warren
of cobbled streets, pastel merchant houses and 14th century
alleyways leading to suntrap squares that still serve as the social
hubs of the city.

D

espite its reputation as a living,
breathing museum of medieval
life, there is nothing antiquated
about Tallinn. Locals are quick
to point out that the city is one of the best
connected in the world, with over 98% of it
covered by free Wi-Fi. Some of technology’s
leading start-ups were conceived within
these centuries-old city walls. There may
be sleek skyscrapers and chic restaurants
popping up between the ancient church
spires and fortifications, but Tallinn hasn’t
sacrificed an inch of its historic integrity.
Instead, these great strides into the 21st
century only add to the city’s charm,
creating a destination that effortlessly
merges the very best of both worlds.

For those who seek a glance of yesteryear,
there are the landmarks; olde-worlde
Raekoja plats and its Gothic town hall,
Peter the Great’s Petrine Baroque
Kadriorg Palace and its endless gardens,
and the 400ft tower of St Olaf’s Church
on Toompea Hill, from where the scene
stretches across the red roofs of the Old
Town and past the onion domes of the
Alexander Nevsky Cathedral. For those
who prefer their days spent in a more
modern metropolis, there are the swish
shops of the Rotermann Quarter, the
cutting-edge architecture of the Kumu Art
Museum, and the ateliers, artists and offbeat eateries of Talliskivi Loomelinnak, or
Creative City, Estonia’s bohemian hangout.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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BALTIC

BERLIN

TREASURES

Celebrity Cruises
Celebrity Eclipse
13 nights sailing from
Southampton
13 August 2017

From £1,299pp

CALL: 01246 819 819
34
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Berlin skyline with Spree River

This old city is young at heart. Once
described by its own mayor as ‘poor
but sexy’, Berlin has a tendency to
leave all those who visit immediately
enamoured. Eclectic, cool and just a
little addictive, the historic German
capital has become the place to be.
Berlin and its residents have every right to bask
in the glow of the city’s renaissance. World War II
ravaged the city and the resulting occupation, along
with the wall that came with it, saw the city literally
divided in two. Decades later, with the wall felled
and Germany unified, Berlin celebrates by refusing
to take itself too seriously. There is the sense of
possibility in the air, an influx of creatives bringing
with them their art, their words and their freespirited approach.
As the seat of the Nazi headquarters, Berlin was
bombed tirelessly during World War II. As a result,
most of its neoclassical palaces were destroyed,
replaced quickly with far more austere structures
after the war. Unlike the medieval squares of
many Baltic cities, the design of Berlin’s main
square, Alexanderplatz, dates back just 50 years.
Bebelplatz is more reminiscent of pre-war Berlin,
the beige stone and turquoise-topped Staatsoper,
Catholic St. Hedwig’s Cathedral and the Royal
Library all offering an inkling of the grandeur the
city once held. Sadly, Bebelplatz made history in
an unfortunate manner on 10 May 1933, when it
became the site of the Nazi ‘book burning’ in which
20,000 literary works were destroyed. Look beneath
your feet in the centre of the square and you’ll see
the subterranean monument commemorating the
incident; a library with endless empty shelves.
Berlin has a way of reminding you of the
importance of the past, whilst striding towards the
future. Many of the city’s museums are free to visit,
a conscious decision made to remove financial
boundaries that might stop visitors educating
themselves and appreciating Berlin’s background
story. You can almost feel the sense of division
when you stand on the same spot on which the
Berlin Wall once stood and you can almost feel the
relief of walking through the Brandenburg Gate.
At the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe,
sloping slabs of varying heights recreate a sense of
claustrophobia akin to that which must have been
felt by Berlin’s Jewish residents as their situation
deteriorated.
Against the odds, Berlin has picked itself up and
brushed itself off, steadfastly refusing to wallow in
its grief. Since its divisive walls became rebirthed
as painted monuments of freedom, the future has
never looked brighter for the city.

OSLO

Few destinations can claim to combine an idyllic waterfront, ultra-modern city centre, forested
hills, mountainous fjords and stratospheric ski slopes. Oslo can and it does so in style.

T

he Norwegian capital benefits
endlessly from its enviable
location between the Oslofjord
and hundreds of acres of forest,
natural beauty enveloping an ever-growing
city centre. Whilst it may not court as much
attention as its Scandinavian neighbours,
Oslo has become a force to be reckoned
with. Eye-catching architecture has sprung
up across the city, concentrated on the
skyscraper-stacked waterfront and the
aptly named Barcode District. If you only
visit one attraction before heading off into
the great outdoors, make it the Oslo Opera
House, a ground-breaking building that
emulates the Norwegian mountains and

encourages its visitors to take a walk…on
the roof.
Oslo offers the best of both worlds. Its
world-class museums, urban cafes and
vibrant social scene has led to it becoming
one of Europe’s most cosmopolitan cities,
but its proximity to endless swathes
of greenery means you can be in the
countryside in minutes.
Located just outside of the city centre,
Vigeland Park is the largest sculpture
park in the world by a single artist
and one of Norway’s most-visited
attractions. The park’s 212 bronze and
granite sculptures are the life’s work of

Norwegian Gustav Vigneland and though
some are a little bizarre, a morning in
the park is one well spent.
The Oslofjord isn’t the largest or most
commanding of all Norway’s fjords, but
its islets and rocky shores are within
easy reach of the city and the city ferry
will take you there for free. The pretty
painted village of Fredrikstad is one of
the best preserved fortress towns in
Scandinavia and many make the trip
to see it. The scenic ferry ride departs
from downtown Oslo and arrives into
the heart of Fredrikstad’s charming Old
Town, Gamlebyen.

Vigeland Park

Fred Olsen Crui

se Line
Balmoral
14 nights sailing
from
Newcastle
16 July 2017

From £1,899p

p

CALL: 01246 819 819
Oslo
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BALTIC
TREASURES

Princess Cruises
Crown Princess
14 nights sailing from
Southampton
8 July 2017

From £1,349pp

CALL: 01246 819 819
Kamppi Chapel

HELSINKI

I

Helsinki often finds itself overlooked in favour of other Baltic cities, but this means that it feels
like something of a secret. Crowds are non-existent here and there’s a peace and quiet in the air
that is instantly relaxing.

t is several years since Helsinki was
appointed World Design Capital, but
the design scene here remains one
of the world’s most cutting-edge. The
Design District is the heart of Helsinki, its
200 plus shops, galleries, design studios
and museums connected in a hive of
creativity across 25 streets.
While other Baltic states cling to the
grandeur of the past, Helsinki strides
confidently towards the future with its
most celebrated structures. The Kamppi
Chapel is a curved wooden creation,
designed by the Finnish K2S Architects to
provide a haven of calm amidst the bustle
of Narinkka Square, one of the busiest
places in Finland. We guarantee that you
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have never seen a church quite like it.
Helsinki’s position at the water’s edge
makes getting out onto the sea a must.
Take a boat trip to picturesque Porvoo,
one of the world’s largest archipelagos
comprising thousands of islands and
islets. The wooden houses, pink city hall
and cobbled main square of Porvoo’s Old
Town look just as they did in the Middle
Ages and you’ll notice a charming lack
of chain restaurants and shops on the
quaint streets.
Another must-see is Suomeinlinna, an
inhabited sea fortress built across six
islands at the entrance to Helsinki’s
harbour. Take the ferry over in the winter

or the water bus in the summer and
follow the blue trail along the fortress’s
miles-long fortifications, ducking into
dusty tunnels and through handsome
parks. There are also six museums spread
across the various islands, including one
which houses the submarine Vesikko,
used during World War II. The Finnish
are fiercely protective of their heritage
and there are more than 80 museums
around Helsinki, celebrating everything
from Finnish art and folklore, to mammals
and the military. Back on the mainland,
the Steven Holl designed Kiasma building
is one of Helsinki’s most modern, an art
museum that has proven as popular with
visitors as it has with locals.

KIEL

Kiel is a major maritime city at the eastern end of the Kiel Canal; the world’s busiest manmade waterway.

T

his city by the sea lives and
breathes its maritime traditions,
the most renowned of which is
the Kiel Week regatta. This annual
international sailing festival has earned
the city a reputation as the sailing centre
of Europe, attracting over 500 sailors
and millions of spectators from around
the world. The event features heavily on
themed Baltic cruise itineraries, granting
sailing enthusiasts the opportunity to
watch the high-tech yachts and historic
ships from the Hindenburg Embankment.

Kiel was almost completely destroyed
in World War II and has been almost
entirely rebuilt since. As a result,
much of the city centre is relatively
austere in comparison to other Baltic
Sea destinations. That said, as a city
which lives its life around the water,
the Kiellinie waterfront promenade
is as impressive as you might expect.
An assortment of cruise ships, sailing
boats and full-rigged ships litter the
atmospheric harbour, where locals
gather for ever-changing views

across the water and great German
cuisine in the cafes and restaurants
along the promenade.
It isn’t often considered complimentary to
suggest that the best thing about a place is
the road out, but for many cruise fanatics
and sailing enthusiasts this is the case with
Kiel. The Kiel Canal is up there with the
Suez and the Panama as one of cruising’s
most iconic crossings, the ships proximity
to shore showcasing local life lived
alongside the river’s 60-mile stretch.

Sailing ship, Kiel

Rendsburg High Bridge, Kiel

P&O Cruises
Arcadia – Adul
t Only
14 nights sailing
from
Southampton
18 June 2017

From £1,299p

p

CALL: 01246 819 819
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More than you imagined.
Complimentary on board spending money.
The rugged beauty of Northern Europe oﬀers an array of cultural riches and spectacular landscapes
to discover. And the further north you venture, the more rugged and dramatic the scenery becomes.
Explore all Northern Europe has to oﬀer aboard a Cunard Queen,
from Norway’s glassy fjords, electric blue glaciers and pounding
waterfalls, to the fairytale capital of Estonia and St Petersburg,
Russia’s cultural capital. Book by 2 May 2017 and receive additional
complimentary on board spending money on selected 2017 and
2018 Northern Europe cruises.
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On board spending money can be used for a variety of activities
both onboard and ashore. You may choose to relax with a
sumptuous spa treatment, leisurely drinks at the bar or some retail
therapy, or perhaps you’ll treat yourself to our famous white-gloved
Champagne Afternoon Tea or dinner in one of our speciality
restaurants. You can also purchase exciting shore excursions helping
you to get the most out of these stunning destinations.

St Petersburg, Russian Federation

Flaam, Norway

Reykjavik, Iceland

Norwegian Fjords

Arts and Literary Tour of the British Isles

Baltic Highlights

7 nights ◆ 24 Jun – 1 Jul 2017 ◆ Q722

13 nights ◆ 1 – 14 Jul 2017 ◆ Q723

14 nights ◆ 14 – 28 Jul 2017 ◆ Q724

Southampton, UK > Sea Day > Stavanger, Norway >
Flaam, Norway PA > Cruise Aurlandsfjord, Norway >
Cruise Sognefjord, Norway > Andalsnes, Norway PA >
Cruise Romsdalsfjord, Norway > Bergen, Norway >
Sea Day > Southampton, UK

Southampton, UK > Sea Day >
Amsterdam (tours from Rotterdam), Netherlands LE >
Sea Day > Edinburgh (tours from Newhaven), UK A M >
Invergordon, UK > Kirkwall, Orkney Islands, UK >
Sea Day > Glasgow (tours from Greenock), UK >
Dublin, Ireland LE > Liverpool, UK > Sea Day >
St Peter Port, Guernsey A > Southampton, UK

Southampton, UK > Sea Day >
Amsterdam (tours from Rotterdam), Netherlands >
Sea Day > Copenhagen, Denmark > Sea Day >
Stockholm, Sweden > Tallinn, Estonia >
St Petersburg, Russian Federation O > Sea Day >
Warnemunde, Germany > Skagen, Denmark >
Sea Day > Southampton, UK

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

Cunard
Fare
includes

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

Complimentary
on board
spending
£1,199
money of $50 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

$125

Cunard
Fare
includes

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

Complimentary
on board
spending
£1,499
money of $75 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

$150

◆

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
£2,299
money of $80 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$150

◆

Norwegian Fjords

Norwegian Fjords

Iceland and the Fjords

9 nights ◆ 11 – 20 Aug 2017 ◆ Q726

12 nights ◆ 19 – 31 Aug 2017 ◆ M730D

14 nights ◆ 10 – 24 Aug 2018 ◆ Q823

Southampton, UK > Sea Day > Amsterdam (tours from

Southampton, UK > Sea Day > Hamburg, Germany P >
Sea Day > Bergen, Norway > Alesund, Norway >
Olden, Norway > Cruise Innvikfjorden, Norway > Cruise
Nordfjord, Norway > Flaam, Norway PA >
Cruise Aurlandsfjord, Norway > Cruise Sognefjord,
Norway > Stavanger, Norway > Sea Day >
Hamburg, German P > Sea Day > Southampton, UK

Rotterdam), Netherlands > Sea Day > Stavanger, Norway >

Flaam, Norway PA > Cruise Aurlandsfjord, Norway >
Cruise Sognefjord, Norway > Geiranger, Norway A >
Cruise Geirangerfjord, Norway > Cruise Sunnylvsfjorden,
Norway > Cruise Storfjorden, Norway >
Bergen, Norway > Sea Day > Southampton, UK
Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

A

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
£1,199
money of $50 or
car parking or
coach transfers

= Anchor Port

PA

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$125

= Possible Anchor Port

LE

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
£1,699
money of $65 or
car parking or
coach transfers

= Late Evening Departure

O

= Overnight Stay

= Maiden Call

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

$185

M

Southampton, UK > Sea Day > Amsterdam (tours from
> Sea Day > Bergen, Norway >
Olden, Norway > Cruise Innvikfjorden, Norway >
Cruise Nordfjord, Norway > Sea Day >
Akureyri, Iceland PA > Isafjordur, Iceland A >
Reykjavik, Iceland > Sea Day > Stornoway A >
Belfast, Northern Ireland, > Sea Day >
Southampton, UK

Rotterdam), Netherlands

P

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
£2,349
money of $110 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$165

= Embarkation/Disembarkation of International Guests

Destinations in italics are Cruise By/Transit Only Bold Port = Embarkation/Disembarkation Port
Terms and conditions. ^Fares shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of stateroom available (or single occupancy in a single stateroom), within
the applicable stateroom type and are subject to availability. Fares for sole occupancy and supplementary fares are available on request. Fares and other information are correct at the time
of going to print. *On board spending money varies by stateroom type and cruise duration. Book by 2 May 2017, applicable to new Cunard Fare bookings only and is additional to Cunard
Fare benefits of on board spending money, car parking or return coach travel. On board spending money can only be spent whilst on board in the shops, bars, spa and on shore excursions.
Valid on selected departures between May 2017 – December 2018. Offer not combinable with Early Saver fares. On board spending money offer applies to the first two guests. For more
details please speak to Bolsover Cruise Club.
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Tenerife, Spain

Spain and Italy

Mediterranean Highlights

Queen Elizabeth 2’s 50th Anniversary

14 nights ◆ 27 May – 10 Jun 2017 ◆ Q720

14 nights ◆ 25 Aug – 8 Sep 2017 ◆ Q728

17 nights ◆ 8 – 25 Sep 2017 ◆ Q729

Southampton, UK > Sea Day >
La Coruña, Spain > Two Sea Days >
Barcelona, Spain > Monte Carlo, Monaco PA LE >
Florence or Pisa (tours from La Spezia), Italy >
Rome (tours from Civitavecchia), Italy > Sardinia, Italy >
Sea Day > Gibraltar H > Two Sea Days > Southampton, UK

Southampton, UK > Two Sea Days >
Seville (tours from Cadiz), Spain > Sea Day >
Barcelona, Spain > Cannes, France A >
Rome (tours from Civitavecchia), Italy >
Naples, Italy > Sardinia, Italy > Sea Day >
Gibraltar H > Two Sea Days > Southampton, UK

Southampton, UK > Two Sea Days >
Seville (tours from Cadiz), Spain > Two Sea Days >
Transit Messina Strait > Sicily, Italy > Corfu, Greece >
Dubrovnik, Croatia PA LE > Split, Croatia A > Venice, Italy >
Sea Day > Transit Messina Strait > Sea Day >
Gibraltar H > Two Sea Days > Southampton, UK

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
£1,599
money of $80 or
car parking or
coach transfers
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Inside

$120

A

= Anchor Port
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Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

PA

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
£1,799
money of $80 or
car parking or
coach transfers

= Possible Anchor Port

LE

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$225

= Late Evening Departure

O

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Complimentary
on board
spending
£2,499
money of $95 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Inside

= Overnight Stay

Cunard
Fare
includes

H

= Half Day

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$250

More than you imagined.
Complimentary on board spending money.
From the pleasure of a well-placed library armchair with a ﬁne ocean view, the freedom to enjoy a
wide variety of restaurant and bar experiences, to the possibility of a revitalising morning run on
the promenade deck, throughout our ships you’ll ﬁnd thoughtfully designed open spaces or quiet
corners for you to enjoy. Our ships oﬀer more space for you to be you, whether that’s relaxing in
your spacious stateroom, enjoying pre-dinner cocktails in the Commodore Club, or enjoying the
conversation over dinner in the Britannia Restaurant.
Discover the volcanic Canary Islands, the garden isle of Madeira, and mainland
Portugal, as well as many stunning Mediterranean ports aboard Queen Elizabeth or
Queen Victoria. Book by 2 May 2017 and receive additional complimentary on board
spending money on selected 2017 and 2018 Mediterranean and Atlantic cruises*.
There are many ways to enjoy your on board spending money and indulge in the
luxuries on board and ashore:
◆

Pamper yourself with sumptuous spa treatments such as a hot stone massage
or a facial.

◆

Enjoy an evening in our award-winning speciality dining restaurants.

◆

A private tour in your chosen destination with an English speaking driver†.

◆

A wide selection of wines or perhaps a glass of Veuve Clicquot Champagne.

◆

A private theatre box on board with chocolates and champagne during
the performance.

◆

Private transfers, be it by speedboat, helicopter or car†.

Iberia, Canaries and Madeira

Iberian Adventure

Iberian Adventure

13 nights ◆ 25 Sep – 8 Oct 2017 ◆ Q730

10 nights ◆ 6 – 16 Nov 2017 ◆ Q733

10 nights ◆ 28 Nov – 8 Dec 2017 ◆ Q735

Southampton, UK > Three Sea Days >
Madeira, Portugal O > Tenerife, Spain LE >
Gran Canaria, Spain > Lanzarote, Spain >
Sea Day > Lisbon, Portugal > Vigo, Spain >
Sea Day > Southampton, UK

Southampton, UK > Sea Day > La Coruña, Spain >
Sea Day > Seville (tours from Cadiz), Spain >
Malaga, Spain LE > Gibraltar H > Lisbon, Portugal >
Two Sea Days > Southampton, UK

Southampton, UK > Sea Day > La Coruña, Spain >
Sea Day > Seville (tours from Cadiz), Spain >
Malaga, Spain LE > Gibraltar H > Lisbon, Portugal >
Two Sea Days > Southampton, UK

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
£1,599
money of $75 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$225

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

£949

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
money of $60 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$75

Cunard
Fare
Stateroom from^

Inside

£799

Cunard
Fare
includes

Complimentary
on board
spending
money of $60 or
car parking or
coach transfers

Book by 2 May 2017
and receive
additional on board
spending money*

$75

Destinations in italics are Cruise By/Transit Only Bold Port = Embarkation/Disembarkation Port
Terms and conditions. ^Fares shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of stateroom available (or single occupancy in a single stateroom), within
the applicable stateroom type and are subject to availability. Fares for sole occupancy and supplementary fares are available on request. Fares and other information are correct at the time
of going to print. *On board spending money varies by stateroom type and cruise duration. Book by 2 May 2017, applicable to new Cunard Fare bookings only and is additional to Cunard Fare
benefits of on board spending money, car parking or return coach travel. On board spending money can only be spent whilst on board in the shops, bars, spa and on shore excursions. Valid
on selected departures between May 2017 – December 2018. Offer not combinable with Early Saver fares. On board spending money offer applies to the first two guests. For more details
please speak to Bolsover Cruise Club. †Special requests must be arranged on board with 36 hours notice.
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STAR CLIPPERS
Star Clippers operates three of the world’s largest and tallest sailing vessels. Visiting intimate ports often untouched by larger cruise ships and offering
passengers the activities, amenities and atmosphere of a private yacht, Star Clippers is recognised as one of the premier speciality cruise lines.
Passengers can enjoy the romance of sailing on board a true tall ship in a relaxed atmosphere, with high standards of service provided by an attentive
crew. All three ships have expansive teak decks, swimming pools, informal dining, a convivial Tropical Bar and a comfortable Piano Bar.

THE WORLD’S MOST SPECTACULAR TALL SHIPS
Water sports - a number of different
water-related activities are complimentary
on board, such as kayaking, windsurfing,
snorkelling and swimming.
Get involved - Passengers can get involved
with sailing the ship, climbing the crows
nest and pulling the ropes.
Delightful cuisine - Our inspired
chefs make dining aboard a

delightful culinary adventure, with an
international menu of foods from all
corners of the Earth.
Unrivalled service - on board,
guests will experience 2:1 guest to
crew ratio.
Extensive range of destinations - including
the Caribbean, Central America, the
Mediterranean and Ocean Crossings.

SOUTHERN
CYCLADES

INDONESIA

Star Flyer | 13 May 2017 | 7 nights

Star Clipper | 27 August 2017 | 11 nights

Fly from London to Athens, Rhodes, Bodrum
Dalyan River, Santorini, Hydra, Athens,
fly to London

Fly from London to Bali, East Madura/ Giligenteng
Island, Probolinggo, Lovina Beach, Carik, Senggigi
Beach, Gili Sudak, Bali, fly to London

What’s Included:
Return flights from London, non-UK transfers
and port charges

From £1,499 per person
Prices are based on 2 adults sharing a Category
6 cabin on a Full Board basis

Intimate experience - Royal Clipper, the
largest and only five-masted full-rigged
sailing ship, carries just 227 guests. Sister
ships Star Clipper & Star Flyer carry 170
guests each.
True sailing - Star Clippers is the only
cruise company to offer an authentic,
natural sailing experience with both
modern propulsion methods and
traditional sailing.

Sail & Stay

What’s Included:
Return (overnight) flights from London, 2 nights
pre-cruise stay at The Conrad, Bali, non-UK
transfers and port charges

From £1,849 per person

SINGAPORE
CHRISTMAS SAILING
Sail & Stay

Star Clipper | 21 December 2017 | 10 nights
Fly from London to Phuket (Ko Similan), Phang Nga
Bay, Ko Hong, Ko Adang, Penang, At sea, Malacca,
Singapore, fly to London

Prices are based on 2 adults sharing a Category
6 cabin on a Full Board basis

What’s Included:
Return flights from London, 1 night pre-cruise
stay at the Seaview Hotel in Patong, non-UK
transfers and port charges

From £2,599 per person
Prices are based on 2 adults sharing a Category
6 cabin on a Full Board basis
**This cruise also includes 600 Euros on board
credit per cabin for couples sharing, no single
supplement for solo travellers in cat 2 -6 and 3rd
person sails for free (when sharing a cabin with 2
other passengers, only port charges payable**)
(these offers are not combinable with each other)

STAR CLIPPERS OFFER A TOTALLY DIFFERENT CRUISING EXPERIENCE ABOARD STUNNING TALL SHIPS.
ANYONE WITH A THIRST FOR ADVENTURE SHOULD CLIMB ABOARD TODAY.
Fares correct at the time of going to print, please visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date availability. Further terms and conditions apply, call for details.
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Buy one Get one

HALF
PRICE
PLUS FREE INTERNET
*

(when you book club ocean view or above)

Available on selected 2017 & 2018 itineraries

Baltic Sea to London Voyage

Arabian Gulf & Emirates Voyage

Caribbean Islands

23 Aug 2017 - 12 Nights

13 Nov 2017 - 11 Nights

30 Mar 2018 - 9 Nights

Aboard Azamara Journey

Aboard Azamara Journey

Aboard Azamara Quest®

Visiting: Stockholm (overnight in port),
Helsinki, St Petersburg (3 full days),
Tallinn, Berlin (Warnemunde),
Copenhagen, Skagen, Southampton

Visiting: Dubai (overnight in port),
Khasab, Muscat (overnight in port),
Al Manamah, Doha, Abu Dhabi
(overnight in port), Dubai
(overnight in port)

Visiting: San Juan, St. Thomas,
St. Maarten, Tortola, Punta Cana,
Cococay, Miami

®

Fly from London Heathrow
Other airports available at a supplement.
Intermediate cruise days are at sea.
$300 on board spend per stateroom

1st Guest From £3,834
2nd Guest From £2,032

®

Fly from/to London Heathrow
Other airports available at a supplement.

Fly from/to London Heathrow
Other airports available at a supplement.
Intermediate cruise days are at sea.

Intermediate cruise days are at sea.
BOOK BY 30 NOVEMBER 2016

1st Guest From £3,130

1st Guest From £2,151

2nd Guest From £1,960

2nd Guest From £1,251

BOOK
NOW

WITH A
LOW DEPOSIT OF

£250pp

Club ocean view or above. Offer expires 31st March 2017*.
Terms and conditions apply, call for details.
Itineraries shown are an outline description.
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UP TO

$400 ONBOARD
SPENDING MONEY
PER COUPLE**

BEST CRUISE
LINE

Cruise International
Awards 2014-2016

BEST PREMIUM
CRUISE LINE
World of Cruising
Awards 2016

FOOD & DINING
EXPERIENCE

Good Housekeeping
Reader
Recommended
2015-2017

CARIBBEAN 2018 CRUISES

UP TO $400 PER COUPLE ONBOARD SPEND**

SOUTHERN CARIBBEAN

PANAMA CANAL
2 DAY EXPERIENCE

CROWN PRINCESS • 8 NIGHTS
12 Jan, 10 Feb 2018

CORAL PRINCESS • 15 NIGHTS
20 Jan, 20 Apr 2018^

Fort Lauderdale  Curaçao  Aruba 
Bonaire  Fort Lauderdale

Fort Lauderdale  Grand Cayman 
Cartagena  Panama Canal full transit 
Fuerte Amador  Puntarenas 
Puerto Quetzal  Los Angeles

Explore the wonder of the world’s greatest shortcut.
Linking two mighty oceans, the Panama Canal is
an engineering feat that is so breathtaking and
monumental it was named a Cruise World Wonder
by Condé Nast Traveller. The colourful reefs, tranquil

UP TO $400 PER COUPLE ONBOARD SPEND**

waters a shade deeper than the sky, and a rich
history make the Caribbean the perfect place for
both discovery and relaxation. The culture comes to
life onboard too. Take a steel-pan drum lesson, get
your heart pumping to the Caribbean-infused beat
of Zumba, and enjoy live island music from local

PRICES FROM PP

CRUISE
ONLY

PACKAGE
GUIDE†

PRICES FROM PP

CRUISE
ONLY

PACKAGE
GUIDE†

Interior

£649

£1,564

Interior

£1,799

£2,764

Oceanview

£799

£1,714

Oceanview

performers. Have a good time on us with up to $400

£2,089

£3,054

Balcony

£949

£1,864

Balcony

£2,369

£3,334

per couple to spend onboard.

Mini-Suite

£1,149

£2,064

Mini-Suite

£2,649

£3,614

Suite

£2,049

£2,964

Suite

£3,629

£4,594

Prices based on 12 Jan. Prices for
other departure may vary.
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^Cruise calls at Aruba instead of Grand
Cayman. Prices based on 20 Jan. Prices
for other departure may vary.

UP TO $400 PER COUPLE ONBOARD SPEND**

UP TO $400 PER COUPLE ONBOARD SPEND**

UP TO $400 PER COUPLE ONBOARD SPEND**

UP TO $400 PER COUPLE ONBOARD SPEND**

PANAMA CANAL WITH
COSTA RICA & CARIBBEAN

PANAMA CANAL
OCEAN TO OCEAN

EASTERN CARIBBEAN
EXPLORER

PANAMA CANAL
PACIFIC ADVENTURE

CARIBBEAN PRINCESS •
CORAL PRINCESS • 10 NIGHTS
Caribbean Princess • 16 Feb, 8 Mar 2018
Coral Princess • 21 Mar 2018^

CORAL PRINCESS •
ISLAND PRINCESS 15 NIGHTS
Coral Princess – 19 Feb 2018^
Island Princess - 25 Mar 2018

CROWN PRINCESS • 8 NIGHTS
3 Mar 2018

ISLAND PRINCESS • 19 NIGHTS
9 Apr 2018

Fort Lauderdale  Princess Cays 
Cartagena  Panama Canal partial
transit  Colón  Limón  Grand
Cayman  Fort Lauderdale

Fort Lauderdale  Aruba  Cartagena 
Panama Canal full transit  Puntarenas 
San Juan Del Sur  Huatulco  Puerto
Vallarta  Los Angeles

Fort Lauderdale  St. Kitts  Antigua 
St. Thomas  Grand Turk 
Fort Lauderdale

Los Angeles  Huatulco  Puerto
Chiapas  Puerto Quetzal  Panama
Canal overnight onboard  Puntarenas 
San Juan Del Sur  Manzanillo 
Los Angeles

PRICES FROM PP

Interior

CRUISE
ONLY

PACKAGE
GUIDE†

£1,049

£1,964

Interior

£1,799 £2,759

PRICES FROM PP

CRUISE
ONLY

PACKAGE
GUIDE†

PRICES FROM PP

CRUISE
ONLY

PACKAGE
GUIDE†

Interior

£699

£1,614

Interior

PRICES FROM PP

CRUISE
ONLY

PACKAGE
GUIDE†

£1,969 £3,089

Oceanview

£1,399

£2,314

Oceanview

£2,089 £3,049

Oceanview

£849

£1,764

Oceanview

£2,319 £3,439

Balcony

£1,499

£2,414

Balcony

£2,369 £3,329

Balcony

£999

£1,914

Balcony

£2,669 £3,789

Mini-Suite

£1,749

£2,664

Mini-Suite

£2,649 £3,609

Mini-Suite

£1,199

£2,114

Mini-Suite

£3,809 £4,209

Suite

£2,899

£3,814

Suite

£3,629 £4,589

Suite

£2,049

£2,964

Suite

£4,349 £5,469

^Cruise calls at Aruba instead of Princess
Cays and Ocho Rios instead of Grand
Cayman. Prices based on 16 Feb. Prices for
other departures may vary.

^Cruise follows a slightly diff erent itinerary
calling at Cabo San Lucas instead of Huatulco
and Puerto Vallarta. Prices based on 19 Feb.
Prices for other departure may vary.

This advert should be read in conjunction with Princess Cruises Booking Conditions which can be found in the current Princess Cruises brochure. Prices shown are subject to availability based upon 2 adults sharing the lowest available grade within the stateroom type
specified and include Taxes, Fees and Port Expenses. Prices and availability are correct at time of going to publish, and may go up or down. †Package guide prices shown include your cruise, return economy flights from London which could be direct or indirect, and transfers
between airport and ship **Onboard spend is per couple and is for 1st and 2nd guests only and varies by cruise duration and cabin category and does not apply to 3rd and 4th guests. Onboard credit is non refundable, no cash alternative will be offered. The $400 onboard
credit amount is made up of $150 per person from Princess Cruises and $50 per person from Bolsover Cruise Club. 3rd/4th berth guests pricing will be from £349pp on selected Regal Princess 7 Night voyages. Offer is available from 1st March 2017 - 30th April 2017 and applies
to sailings included in this offer only. Offer is not combinable with any other promotion. ABTA/ATOL protected.
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LUXURY
REDEFINED
An opportunity to spend three nights sailing on ‘The
Most Luxurious Ship Ever Built™’ isn’t one which
comes around often. So, in the name of research, Sales
Team Leaders Carla Straw and Sharon Tucker packed
their hand luggage and joined Seven Seas Explorer in
the Mediterranean.

I

t was a warm October afternoon
and we were being chauffeur-driven
along the French Riviera, from Nice
to Monaco, in a Mercedes bound for
a six-star ship which would become our
home for the next three nights. As far as
pinch yourself moments go, this was up
there with the best of them.
Having been invited to experience Seven
Seas Explorer with Regent Seven Seas
Cruises, we had arrived at Nice Côte d’Azur
airport less than an hour earlier, our
chauffeur meeting us at passport control
and even retrieving our luggage from the
carousel. For those who have ever doubted
the value of private transfers, please take
our word for it when we say that they are
worth every single penny.
Seven Seas Explorer was docked in the
gorgeous port of Monte Carlo and from the
minute we arrived, pulling up beside the
ship in true VIP style, it became clear that
the next three nights were set to be really
special. After being gently reprimanded for
attempting to carry our own hand luggage
to our cabin, a porter arrived to do so for
us, the cases in our hands replaced with a
glass of champagne.
At check-in, the necessary process couldn’t
have been completed any more smoothly.
The theatre was a grand surrounding for
the handing over of passports and the like,
and our champagne glasses were kept full
throughout. There were no snaking queues
and certainly no stark check-in halls.
Once we were checked into our ultraluxurious floating abode, we made our
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way to the Pool Grill, where we could have
some lunch whilst waiting for our suite
to become available. What is it about
travelling that unleashes an insatiable
appetite? Sitting on the Pool Deck, with
the port of Monte Carlo around us and
the warmth of the Mediterranean sun on
our skin, we tucked into the first of many
meals we would enjoy every morsel of
during our time aboard. While informal,
and so perfect for a quick bite to eat after
a shore excursion, the Pool Grill dishes
up cuisine cooked with the same quality
ingredients and stunning presentation
as the ship’s finest restaurants. Tables
were set with perfectly pressed white
cotton tablecloths and fine silver crockery,
burgers were cooked to order and to your
liking, and wines were hand chosen from
the world’s best vineyards. Plastic glasses
are required on the pool deck but Regent
Seven Seas Cruises’ attention-to-detail
meant that each glass was chilled before
use, your drink replaced by the crew as
soon as the glass began to warm beneath
the sun.
After lunch, we lazed on one of the many
double sunbeds surrounding the pool,
their thick white cushions emblazoned
with the Regent signature emblem and
their covers replaced every time a guest
got up and left. Despite addressing our
every single need before we had even
realised we had one, the Seven Seas
Explorer crew were not intrusive in the
slightest. Subtle, discreet and stunningly
efficient, our first impressions were that
nothing we could have asked for would
have been beyond reach.

The smoking lounge is also found on the
Pool Deck; we call it ‘lounge’ because
it is so much more than your usual
smoking area. Unique to Regent Seven
Seas Cruises and unlike anything we
had seen on any other ship, the semienclosed glass booth was kitted out
with an oak bar, leather bar stools and
crystal ashtrays. Most importantly, the
ashtrays are cleaned after every use and
an air-conditioning system means there is
absolutely no smell of smoke.
Once given the go ahead, we made our
way to our F1 Superior Suite. We were
blown away. A bed which faced the balcony
meant you awoke to the most incredible
views of each port of call. It was also the
most comfortable bed we have ever slept
in. A spacious marble bathroom had two
sinks, L’Occitane toiletries, an enormous
bath and not one, but two showers! The
walk-in wardrobe was the icing on the
cake. We ladies know that there is nothing
worse than getting all hot and bothered
when you are trying to decide what to wear
for dinner and Regent Seven Seas Cruises
have taken care of the problem perfectly,
with air-conditioning which comes on
automatically, along with the light, when
you open the door to a walk-in wardrobe
worthy of a Park Avenue Princess.

Atrium

Ice Room, Canyon Ranch SpaClub

Pacific Rim
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Pool Deck (in Barcelona)

Along with the welcome fizz to toast
our arrival, the suite also had a mini
bar stocked with beer, soft drinks and
water. Ice and lemon was available at all
times and, as we settled into our home
away from home, our steward arrived
to introduce himself and take our drinks
order. Later that evening, we returned to
a litre of Tanqueray Gin and a fantastic
bottle of Sauvignon Blanc. Once again,
nothing we could request would have been
too much trouble for Seven Seas Explorer’s
fantastic crew to source.
When it came to dining, the gastronomic
offering went above and beyond our
expectations. From delicious, piping hot
breakfasts on our balcony, where our
steward had set the table just as it would
be set in the dining rooms, to a faultless
welcome meal in the jaw-dropping
Compass Rose, every meal was amazing,
every wine was beautifully matched and
the service was exemplary every time.
Every dining venue is included within your
cruise fare and we were fortunate enough
to sample most of them over the course
of our three evenings on board. A taste of
the Orient in Pacific Rim was absolutely
delicious, the waiters so attentive and
incredibly knowledgeable about both the
menu and the matching wines. The opulent
décor elevated the experience to such a
level that you could have been forgiven for
Canyon Ranch SpaClub
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thinking that you were dining in one of the
best restaurants in Asia itself.

couldn’t help but wonder whether we had
been a little bit spoiled for life?

Prime 7 has the air of an exclusive London
gentleman’s club and we waited for our
table in huge wingback chairs, drinking
a Malbec which had been perfectly
stored until it was retrieved especially
for us. We dined on fillet steak and
enjoyed a cheeseboard dessert, sharing a
handpicked selection of speciality cheeses
and port.

It probably goes without saying that we
would absolutely recommend Seven
Seas Explorer. For those who are looking
to take things up a notch, experience
something really extraordinary and
sample luxury cruising as it should be,
the newest ship in the Regent Seven
Seas Cruises fleet fits the bill beyond
any shadow of a doubt. When you take
into consideration the fine food, the
exceptional variety available when it
comes to inclusive wines and drinks,
the ship’s stunning surroundings, the
impeccable service and the cruise line’s
complimentary shore excursions, it really
is outstanding value for money. Whilst
the designer boutiques and indulgent
Canyon Ranch SpaClub are very tempting,
you really could come aboard Seven Seas
Explorer and not spend a single penny.

It was the little details which set Seven
Seas Explorer apart from other ships;
beautiful flower arrangements fill the
ship’s public areas and feature lighting
differs in every room; there are 5,000
chandeliers on board the ship, from a
cascading blue chandelier in Compass
Rose, to the amazing crystal number in
the Atrium. Everything was faultless, right
down to the public bathrooms, complete
with cotton hand towels, L’Occitane
toiletries and automatic doors. It was
clear to see that when Regent Seven Seas
Cruises said that no expense had been
spared, it really had not.
It is safe to say that we didn’t want to leave
the ship behind, so our disembarkation
was somewhat reluctant. After breakfast,
we returned to our suites to find that
our bags had been retrieved from the
wardrobes and laid out on our beds for us.
Oh how we would miss this service and we

Summing up the experience, when
asked whether she believed that Seven
Seas Explorer was indeed the most
luxurious ship ever built, Sales Team
Leader Carla said:
“I was not born fortunate enough for
the six-star lifestyle to be the norm, but
I do know great wine, incredible food
and impeccable service, and all of these
things on board Seven Seas Explorer were
absolutely second to none.”

Verandah Suite

Compass Rose

Chartreuse

Regent Seven
Seas Cruises
Seven Seas Ex
plorer
10 nights sailing
from
Barcelona
4 October 2017

From £5,729p
Includes flights

p

CALL: 01246 819 819
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THE MOST INCLUSIVE
LUXURY EXPERIENCE™
rssc.com

E X PL O R E T H E MEDITERRANEAN O N
Seven Seas Explorer® | THE MOST LUXURIOUS SHIP EVER BUILT™
Compass Rose, Seven Seas Explorer
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Seven Seas Explorer® not only has one of the highest space

to guest ratios but also one of the most impressive crew
to guest ratios in the industry, with 552 attentive crew
looking after just 750 guests.

With over an acre of marble, 473 crystal chandeliers,
400 beautiful Versace place settings and 2,200 pieces of
art (including a Picasso or two hung at the double-door
entrance to the extravagant 4,443 sqft Regent Suite),
everywhere you turn on Seven Seas Explorer® you will find
the very best in luxury.
And to top it all, Regent Seven Seas Cruises® offers the
MOST inclusive luxury experience. Their fares include;
flights and transfers, unlimited shore excursions, unlimited
Wi-Fi, all fine dining and beverages and even gratuities
and service charges. With Regent Seven Seas Cruises® you
really can have it all!
Regent Suite, Seven Seas Explorer

SPOT LIGHT SAILING

MONTE CARLO TO BARCELONA
28 OCTOBER, 2017 | 7 NIGHTS

Seven Seas Explorer®

Monte Carlo, Monaco

MONTE
CARLO
BARCELONA
VALENCIA •
CARTAGENA

•

•

• •
•AJACCIO (CORSICA)
•
•

MAHÓN
(MENORCA)

UP TO 37 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

FLORENCE/PISA/
TUSCANY (LIVORNO)

CAGLIARI
(SARDINIA)

Veranda Suite (H) from .......................................... £3,729pp

FREE

BUSINESS CLASS FLIGHTS
In Penthouse Suites & above

Atrium, Seven Seas Explorer

Florence, Italy

Valencia, Spain

Sardinia, Italy

Barcelona, Spain

Observation Lounge, Seven Seas Explorer

THE SMITHSONIAN COLLECTION BY SMITHSONIAN JOURNEYS
Aboard this voyage, Regent Seven Seas Cruises® and the Smithsonian Institution are pleased to bring you The Smithsonian
Collection by Smithsonian Journeys, an engaging enrichment programme with guest speaker Hugh Neighbour.
Terms and Conditions: Fare shown is for a Veranda Suite, per person, based on two guests sharing and includes all inclusive cruise, return economy flights from selected UK airports and transfers. Air supplements
may apply. Free unlimited shore excursions are capacity controlled, and available on a first come first served basis. Spa, casino, laundry, telephone costs are not included in the fare. All flights, fares, itineraries,
hotel packages and excursions are subject to availability, and may be withdrawn or changed at any time. Regent reserves the right to correct errors or omissions at any time. Further terms and conditions may
apply. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com to find out more.
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Executive Chef George Streeter

KING OF THE
KITCHEN

The first time I come across Executive Chef George
Streeter is when I run into him at the foot of the deck 9
staircase, catching him mid-conversation as a passenger
thanks him profusely for sharing a recipe with her from the
previous night’s dinner menu. So highly regarded was the
dish in question, she “can’t wait to cook it for the family
on Christmas Day”.

G

eorge is ever-present on board
Saga Sapphire, overseeing
deck-top barbecues, dissecting
the dinner menu with guests
and donning his apron to dish up chicken
jalfrezi on the Verandah. Having been
the man behind the meals on Saga ships
for over 15 years, George knows how to
please his patrons. Over the course of our
Canaries and Casablanca cruise, countless
passengers tell me that the food is the best
they have ever eaten at sea; a bold claim,
particularly from those cruisers who have
spent the equivalent of entire years on
the deepest blue. Saga’s culinary creations
are undoubtedly a contributing factor in
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the cruise line’s 99% satisfaction and 80%
repeat passenger ratings, with passengers
admitting that the food is one of the
things which keeps them coming back for
more. Given that the average Saga Cruises
passenger has enjoyed over 50 years of
mealtimes, the fact that they remain so
impressed with the food on board Saga
Sapphire is true testament to the work of
George and his team.
Unlike many cruise lines, whose menus are
created months – even years – in advance
by head office, Saga Cruises hands full
control to its chefs. There is no generic
fleet-wide menu, with executive chefs

creating their own on a two-week rolling
basis, dishing up what they want, when
they want. The ship’s dining rooms are run
just like a la carte restaurants on land.
“It’s a lot like having your own restaurant,
only without the bills to go with it!” says
George.

Many years ago, George would order
provisions based on what had proven
popular on the previous sailing. Nowadays,
decades of experience means he
instinctively knows what sells, so to speak,
though you’ll never pay a penny to dine on
Saga ships, with even speciality venue East
to West included within your fare.
Much of the provisioning is done
at Southampton or Dover at the
beginning of each cruise and
provenance is key as far as Saga
Cruises is concerned. The cruise line
employs a ‘chief shopper’, charged with
visiting suppliers around the globe
to check that strict quality standards
are met. Most fruit, vegetables and
dairy produce is brought aboard in
the UK, as is meat and fish, which for

Pole to Pole

Chef in Saga Sapphire galley
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the most part arrives frozen. Every
ship has a butchery on board, its
butcher following a process which
flits between thawing room and cold
room as he prepares doorstep-thick
Colorado Angus steaks and works his
way through the four tons of chicken
consumed by guests on an average
two-week cruise.
In addition to the supplies brought
aboard pre-cruise, there are the little
added extras picked up in ports along
the way. Every now and again, George
hangs up his apron and heads ashore
to local markets, selecting regional
delicacies that will bring a taste of
the destination to guests at dinner.
Whether it may be Ibérico ham in
Spain, pastéis de nata in Portugal or
juicy pink prawns in Norway, George is
a man on a mission when it comes to
giving his guests a chance to sample
the local specialities.
Despite having around 700
passengers and just over 400 crew
to feed every day, batch cooking is a
dirty term to Saga chefs. If the steak
proves more popular than anticipated
one evening, chef simply has the
butcher cut more, each one cooked to
the specific liking of each guest. Your
meal is cooked just for you, just as it
would be in an à la carte restaurant at
home, and you’ll find no ready-plated
fare waiting under the kitchen pass.
Everything is cooked fresh on a Saga
Cruises ship, George tells us as we
delve deep into Saga Sapphire’s galley
for a behind-the-scenes tour. Running
the galley is a military operation but
the executive chef’s 70-strong team
knows the ropes. Hors d‘oeuvres are
pinched into shape and filled with
caviar, crepes are rolled paper thin
and dark chocolate spread on stainless
steel counters is crafted into spiralling
shards with little more than the pull
of a palette knife. Soups, sauces and
even the stocks which go into them
are freshly-made each day, as are the
flaky pain-au-chocolats served warm
from the oven each morning in the
Pole to Pole restaurant. In the ‘calorie
area’ as George has deemed it, three
bakers work on rotation day and
night, rustling up the various bakes
and cakes that lead us all down the
slippery slope into the next size up.
Turning down the bread basket is one
thing, but an already difficult test of
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Saga Cruises
Saga Sapphire
5 nights sailing
from
Southampton
3 December 20
17

From £679pp

CALL: 01246 819 819

willpower becomes nigh on impossible
when you know that the bread barely
had time to cool before reaching your
side plate.
Of course, commanding a kitchen at
sea isn’t all plain sailing, with upwards
of 80 special dietary requests on
an average two-week cruise. Some
request vegetarian dishes, whilst
others have more complex needs like
lactose and gluten intolerances and
coeliac disease. Addressing special
dietary requirements and allergies
isn’t easy in such a small space but
George and his team are well-versed
in ensuring that such needs are not
only met but exceeded. Every lunch
and dinner menu offers vegetarian
options and a sugar-free dessert, whilst
the sugar-free and gluten-free treats
are as tempting as those on the main
afternoon tea spread in the Britannia
Lounge.

East to West

Despite delivering something for all
dietary requirements and vast decktop barbecues capable of defeating
even the biggest appetite, there is
surprisingly little food waste generated
aboard Saga Sapphire. Any leftovers
are served to the officers and crew the
following day, and if you think this must
mean a diet of dry, day-old lasagne and
shoe-leather steaks, think again; for
the most part, meals are cooked fresh
with the quality ingredients remaining
from the previous passenger breakfast,
lunch or dinner sitting.
And when it comes to the washing up?
Well, there is no rolling up of sleeves or
stainless steel sinks full of Fairy Liquid
on Saga Sapphire. Instead, there is a
dishwasher costing the equivalent of a
brand new Aston Martin (£120,000 to be
precise), which is so large that it required
a hole to be cut into the side of the ship
when it was installed in 2016. Cleaning
up after 1,000 people three times a
day, give or take an afternoon tea here
and there, makes for quite the pile of
dirty dishes, but this ultra-economical
dishwasher does the job in minutes and
is so cost-effective that it will pay for
itself in three years.
When it comes to Saga Sapphire, it
may be new Captain Julian Burgess
who now commands the ship, but it is
Saga veteran George who continues to
command the kitchen.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE

ROCKY MOUNTAINEER
FIRST PASSAGE TO THE WEST
VANCOUVER TO BANFF

£3,199
ly

From on

PP

14 NIGHTS AUG 2017-SEP 2018 DEPARTURES
RETURN SCHEDULED
FLIGHTS

2 DAY ROCKY MOUNTAINEER
TRAIN JOURNEY,
SILVERLEAF SERVICE

6 NIGHTS HOTEL
ACCOMMODATION

2 BREAKFASTS AND 2
LUNCHES ABOARD ROCKY
MOUNTAINEER TRAIN

PRIVATE AIRPORT
TRANSFERS

RAIL STATION TRANSFERS
IN VANCOUVER,
KAMLOOPS & BANFF

7 NIGHT FULL BOARD
CRUISE ABOARD
MS NIEUW AMSTERDAM

YOUR ITINERARY:
DAY 1 – Fly London to Vancouver. Transfer to
hotel. Stay Georgian Court Hotel, Vancouver.

actively calving tidewater glaciers than anywhere
else in the world.

DAY 2 – Vancouver, Canada. Begin your journey
at the Vancouver cruise terminal where you
board Holland America’s ms Nieuw Amsterdam.

DAY 7 – Ketchikan, Alaska. Explore Creek Street,
the Tongass Historical Museum, Totem Bight
State Park and Saxman Village, Ketchikan’s
main attractions. Deep water fjords created by
retreating glaciers have left behind stunning
granite cliffs towering thousands of feet above
the sea and waterfalls cascading into placid
waters.

DAY 3 - Enjoy sailing through the dramatic Inside
Passage.
DAY 4 – Juneau, Alaska. The town of Juneau
has the massive Mendenhall Glacier and the
immense Juneau Icefields. Explore the lush
Tongass National Forest, visit the rustic shops in
town, set out and whale watch, flightsee, hike,
kayak, raft, or fish.
DAY 5 – Skagway, Alaska. Explore the shops from
the Trail Bench to Lynch & Kennedy’s Dry Goods,
the Red Onion Saloon, and the nostalgic Trail of
‘98 Museum. The Klondike Gold Rush National
Historical Park boasts restored buildings and
wooden boardwalks that invite you to take a
stroll into the past.
DAY 6 – Scenic cruise of Glacier Bay. A Biosphere
Reserve and UNESCO World Heritage Site, Glacier
Bay National Park protects a unique ecosystem of
plants and animals living in concert with an everchanging glacial landscape. Glacier Bay has more

DAY 8 - Enjoy sailing through the dramatic
Inside Passage.
DAY 9 – Vancouver, Canada. After breakfast you
will disembark the Nieuw Amsterdam and spend
time exploring Vancouver on your own. Stay
Georgian Court Hotel, Vancouver.
DAY 10 – Vancouver, Canada. Stay Georgian
Court Hotel, Vancouver. Plus enjoy Vancouver
Lookout tickets.
DAY 11 – Vancouver to Kamloops. Travel
onboard Rocky Mountaineer from the coastal city
of Vancouver to Kamloops. You will see dramatic
changes in scenery, from the lush green fields of
the Fraser Valley, through forests and winding
river canyons surrounded by the peaks of the

Coast and Cascade Mountains, to the desertlike environment of the BC Interior. Highlights
include the rushing waters of Hell’s Gate in the
Fraser Canyon and the steep slopes and rock
sheds along the Thompson River. Overnight in
Kamloops onboard Rocky Mountaineer.
DAY 12 – Kamloops to Banff. Your journey
continues east to the mighty Canadian Rockies
and the province of Alberta. Travel across
ranchlands, along rocky lakeshores, over high
mountain passes and through the remarkable
tunnels that form part of the rich rail history
of the Canadian Rockies. Today’s highlights
include Craigellachie, where the last spike of
the Canadian Pacific Railway was driven, the
climb over Rogers Pass, Kicking Horse Canyon,
the Spiral Tunnels, and the glaciers and snowcapped peaks of the Canadian Rockies. Your rail
journey ends this evening in the resort town of
Banff. Overnight in Banff at the Banff Caribou
Lodge & Spa.
DAY 13 – Banff, Canada. Stay Banff Caribou
Lodge & Spa.
DAY 14 - Banff, Canada. Transfer to Calgary
airport for overnight flight to London.
DAY 15 - Arrive London, UK.

Exclusive Holiday Direction packages are solely organised by Holiday Direction Ltd a fully bonded member of the Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Prices shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and
are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Visa and vaccinations may be required at an additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE
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Departure Date

SilverLeaf Service from

GoldLeaf Service from

August 2017

£3349

£3849

September 2017

£3199

£3649

May 2018

£3499

£3999

June 2018

£3599

£4099

July 2018

£3899

£4349

August 2018

£3749

£4149

September 2018

£3649

£3999

Weekly departures on a Friday
GoldLeaf Service hotels are: Fairmont Hotel, Vancouver. Delta Banff Royal Canadian Lodge
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NORWAY’S
NORTHERN
LIGHTS

FREE voyage if the
Northern Lights don’t
occur on your 12-day
voyage between
October to March

2017-18

12-DAY CLASSIC ROUND VOYAGE

BERGEN – KIRKENES – BERGEN
See all 34 ports on this round trip along Norway’s beautiful
coastline and choose from a range of exciting seasonal
excursions such as husky dog sledding and snowmobiling.
Birmingham: 1 Feb & 25 Mar 2018
Bournemouth: 5 Nov 2017 & 21 Feb 2018
Bristol: 25 Oct 2017 & 9 Feb 2018
Cardiff: 4 Mar 2018
Glasgow: 16 Nov 2017 & 20 Feb 2018
Leeds Bradford: 17 Mar 2018

London Gatwick: 3 Oct 2017,
30 Jan, 12 Feb, 6 Mar & 15 Mar 2018
Manchester: 14 Oct 2017, 29 Jan,
10 Feb, 23 Feb, 14 Mar & 28 Mar 2018
Newcastle: 3 Mar 2018

FULL-BOARD VOYAGE
INCLUDING FLIGHTS
FROM

FLIGHT-INCLUSIVE 12-DAY VOYAGES DEPARTING FROM 9 UK AIRPORTS:

£1,193

PP

Terms and conditions: From price quoted is in GBP and is per person, based on full occupancy of an inside two-berth cabin, on a full-board basis. Single supplements may apply.
Cabins and excursions are subject to availability. Hurtigruten operates a fl exible pricing system and prices are capacity controlled, correct at time of booking. Not included:
travel insurance, luggage handling, optional excursions or gratuities. Flights booked with Hurtigruten are ATOL protected (ATOL 3584). All itineraries are subject to change due
to local conditions. See website for full itineraries. Full booking terms and conditions available online at www.bolsovercruiseclub.com
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EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE

SOUTHERN & EASTERN
CROWN CARIBBEAN

£1,389
ly

From on

PP

CROWN PRINCESS - 10 NIGHTS - NOV 2017-MAR 2018 DEPARTURES
INCLUDES
DIRECT SCHEDULED
FLIGHTS FROM LONDON
HEATHROW

ALL PRIVATE
TRANSFERS

SOUTHERN CARIBBEAN

1 NIGHT 4* HILTON MARINA
FORT LAUDERDALE (RO)
(OR SIMILAR)

EASTERN CARIBBEAN EXPLORER

Raccoon Butterflyfish

Fly London Heathrow to Miami. Private
transfer to 4* Hilton Marina Fort Lauderdale
(for 1 night stay). Embark Crown Princess in
Fort Lauderdale – 2 Days at Sea - Aruba –
Curacao – Bonaire – 2 Day at Sea Fort Lauderdale.
Private transfer to Miami airport for
overnight flight to London Heathrow.

8 NIGHT FULL BOARD
CRUISE ABOARD
CROWN PRINCESS

in Bonaire

Fly London Heathrow to Miami. Private
transfer to 4* Hilton Marina Fort Lauderdale
(for 1 night stay). Embark Crown Princess in
Fort Lauderdale – 2 Days at Sea – St Kitts –
Antigua – St Thomas – Grand Turk (Turks &
Caicos) – At Sea - Fort Lauderdale.
Private transfer to Miami airport for
overnight flight to London Heathrow.
Antigua

Departure Date

Itinerary

Inside

Outside

Balcony

17 November 2017

Southern

£1419

£1579

£1699

30 November 2017

Southern

£1389

£1529

£1689

8 December 2017

Eastern

£1399

£1559

£1699

21 December 2017

Eastern

£1999

£2329

£2569

29 December 2017

Southern

£2199

£2529

£2769

11 January 2018

Southern

£1579

£1739

£1879

19 January 2018

Eastern

£1639

£1799

£1929

1 February 2018

Eastern

£1639

£1799

£1929

9 February 2018

Southern

£1649

£1799

£1949

22 February 2018

Southern

£1649

£1799

£1949

2 March 2018

Eastern

£1649

£1799

£1949

15 March 2018

Southern

£1629

£1799

£1929

Exclusive Holiday Direction packages are solely organised by Holiday Direction Ltd a fully bonded member of the Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Prices shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and
are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Visa and vaccinations may be required. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE
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Camara de Lobos
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36
MADEIRA
HOURS IN

With scenery in spades, a world-famous flower festival and a seal
of approval from Sir Winston Churchill, the dessert wine isn’t the
only thing that is sweet about Madeira.
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T

he sub-tropical Portuguese
island of Madeira sits just a little
over 300 miles from the African
coast, meaning year-round
sunshine and balmy temperatures that
hover in the mid-twenties even in the
depths of winter. For those embarking
on a repositioning or Transatlantic
crossing, the island presses pause on
time spent at sea, encouraging cruisers
to stretch their legs and soak up some
sun before continuing onwards. For
others, the island capital of Funchal
is the star port on a Canary Islands
itinerary, particularly for those who time
their visit to coincide with the annual
Flower Festival or with welcoming in the
New Year with a fireworks display widely
regarded as one of the best in the world.
However you happen upon time spent in
Madeira, a Garden of Eden appearance
only hints at everything this unique
island has to offer.
Along the Levada, Madeira

Madeira Fireworks
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DON’T MISS…
Madeira’s rich volcanic soil sees a profusion
of flora flourish, earning the largest island
in this archipelago the moniker ‘Isle of
Flowers’.
Springtime is honoured in spectacular style
at the Madeira Flower Festival, an event
which continues to occupy a starring role on
themed cruise itineraries from the likes of
Cunard, Fred Olsen and P&O Cruises. The
festival has been held each April since 1979,
with highlights including a symbolic floral
‘Wall of Hope’ built by the city’s children
on the Praça de Municipio, floral carpets
constructed by Madeiran artists along the
walkways of Avenida Arriaga and the worldfamous flower parade, which sees dozens of
elaborate floats decorated with the island’s
tropical blooms.
A paradise for the green fingered, Madeira
is carpeted with countless gardens,
including the botanical ones of Quinta do
Bom Sucesso. In addition to views across
the Madeiran capital, Funchal, the grounds
here also offer an opportunity to discover
almost every plant and flower known to
call the island home, with over 2,000 exotic
species thriving within its 80,000 square
metres. Those with a head for heights can
also experience one of Madeira’s most
famous modes of transport here, the
Botanical Gardens Cable Car. Travelling for
almost a mile at a height of 220m above
ground, the cable car’s gondolas offer
incredible views over Funchal Bay and
the Valley of Ribeira de João Gomes on
their skyward route from Quinta do Bom
Sucesso to the Monte Station.
Though it is possible to make the return trip
back to Funchal from Monte via cable car,
many take an even more adventurous route
on the way down. The Monte Toboggan Run
has enlivened Madeira’s visitors since the
1850’s, with Ernest Hemingway describing
it as ‘the most exhilarating experience of
all his years’. The wicker sleds were once
the preferred mode of transport for locals
traversing the hills of Monte to the town of
Funchal below, but now they exist purely
for the pleasure of thrill-seekers. Known
as ‘carros de cesto’, the two-person wicker
Madeira Flower Festival

sleds on wooden runners are each manned
by a team of straw-hatted ‘carreiros’ who
use their hefty rubber-soled boots as
brakes, something all the more terrifying
when you consider that the sleds career
at speeds of up to 30mph during the
10-minute journey.
Those more confident on two feet than two
wooden runners will no doubt appreciate
Madeira’s levada walks. Developed during
the 16th century to distribute rain water
from the wet regions in the north of the
island to the dry regions in the south, these
man-made channels have since become
walking trails of varying difficulty. There are
800 miles of levadas criss-crossing Madeira,
snaking through forests, under tunnels and
beneath waterfalls, making the island a
haven for avid walkers.
Those who are less keen to exert any real
energy on holiday needn’t venture far from
the port of Funchal for vertiginous views.
The Cabo Girao sea cliffs are just 20 minutes
from the city, their glass skywalk offering
vertigo-inducing views from 500m above
the raging seas below, where the waters are
so deep that whales can often be spotted
feeding. Equally impressive in terms of views
is Nun’s Valley, a tiny village nestled in a lush
green valley at the heart of Madeira. This
idyllic isolated village was founded in the
16th century by nuns who fled the pirate
invasions which blighted the coast and its
locals continue to live off the land today.
Excursions visit the village at the foot of the
vast green basin, but be sure to make sure
yours also includes a stop-off at Eira do
Serrado for some seriously stunning views
into the valley below.
Madeira may be famed for its flora and fauna
but to football fans there is only one star
of the show. Cristiano Ronaldo was born
in the Santo Antonio district and Madeira’s
most famous son is worshipped to God-like
magnitudes in the city, 10ft-tall bronze
statues and all. The CR7 Museum at Praça
do Mar in Funchal houses every trophy the
footballing hero has ever won, with the evergrowing total amounting to more than 160
trophies at last count. Ballon d’Ors, Golden
Boots and the Henri Delaney Cup are just
some of those showcased in glimmering glass
cabinets, alongside life-size mannequins of
the man himself, countless shirts and even
letters of gushing appreciation from his fans.
With entry costing just €5 and under 10’s free
of charge, the museum is a must for those
who appreciate the flamboyant footballer’s
two-footed technique.
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TUCK IN…
With a slippery black body, bulging
eyeballs and long rows of razor sharp
teeth, Madeira’s endemic fish and key
ingredient in the island’s signature dishes
isn’t the most appetising to look at.
Fortunately, the black scabbard fish tastes
better than it looks. See the fish in all its
glory at the Mercado dos Lavradores, the
‘Worker’s Market’ in Funchal, where you
will get a real insight into the Madeiran
way of life, before sampling black
scabbard curried with banana at O Portao
restaurant in the Old Town.
The island’s second signature dish is
espetada. Showcasing the Madeiran’s
love of garlic, the kebab-like dish
consists of chunks of tender beef
rubbed in garlic salt and skewered
Sunset over Funchal, Madeira

P&O Cruises
Ventura
12 nights sailing from
Southampton
17 September 2017

From £919pp

CALL: 01246 819 819
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on a bay leaf stick. Locals tuck in at
Restaurante Dos Combatentes in the
heart of Funchal, where the giant
skewers arrive at the table hung from
hooks and fresh from the hot coals
they’re cooked on. Opt for a side of bolo
do caco, a traditional Madeiran bread
cooked on a stone slab.
The resplendent Belmond Reid’s
Palace played host to Churchill when
he holidayed in Madeira between his
two stints as British Prime Minister
and an air of British splendour
remains at the 125-year-old pastel
pink hotel. Afternoon tea here has
become something of an institution,
with finger sandwiches, warm scones
and local jams tasting even better

when enjoyed from a wicker chair on
the terrace overlooking the Atlantic
and Funchal below.
Black Scabbard fish

Wine maturing in vats
at Blandy's Wine Lodge

DRINK…
Madeira certainly isn’t short of
signature drinks, the most famous
of which is undoubtedly its sweet
dessert wine. Sample a tipple or two
at Blandy’s Wine Lodge on Avenida
Arriaga 28 in Funchal, where the
fortified wine has been made for over
200 years. Tours cover everything
from the making of barrels in the
Cooperage, to the ageing process in
the Canteiro and the transformation
of five specific grapes into Madeira
wine, followed by the all-important
tasting part. Our favourite of the
several dedicated tastings available is
the Vintage 70’s Tasting, which takes
you back in time with a selection of
wines last sipped in the era of dizzying
platforms and mustard cord flares.
Madeira was a major sugar supplier
during the 15th century and poncha
was the industry’s sweetest byproduct. Combining distilled alcohol
made from sugar cane juice with
honey, sugar and lemon juice, the
age-old cocktail was traditionally
served in ‘vendas’, a neighbourhood
grocery store with a bar. Fidy Poncha
in the pretty fishing village of Cãmara
de Lobos remains one of the most
authentic vendas, whilst the venda of
Mr Fidelio Figueira is one of the oldest
in Madeira having stood for over 100
years.
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avourite
EUROPEAN ART CITIES
Europe is a treasure trove for art lovers, its cities overflowing
with classical and contemporary collections by the great
masters of art history. From iconic museums and galleries,
to Renaissance sculptures and Gothic architecture, these
cities are the guardians of Europe’s greatest masterpieces.

The Thinker by Rodin, Paris
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From £799pp

CALL: 01246 819 819

PARIS
As the birthplace of bohemia, Paris has thrived on the romantic notions of struggling
artists gravitating towards the city. Many of these artists became some of the
world’s most influential, responsible for starting the Impressionism, Cubism and
Surrealism movements, and there are so many museums and galleries here today
that choosing those most worthy of your time can be a daunting task. Of course,
Le Louvre is a must visit, if only for the Mona Lisa and a glass pyramid exterior as
impressive as the treasures contained within. The Musée d’Orsay on the Seine’s Left
Bank displays the world’s largest collection of Impressionist, Post-Impressionist and
Art Nouveau works, including those of masters such as Monet, Cézanne, Renoir and
Van Gogh. Fans of Paris-born Claude Monet can also make the pilgrimage to Monet’s
Garden in Giverny, where the gardens, ponds, bridges and plants which inspired his
most famous lily compositions are beautifully preserved.
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Louvre Museum, Paris

Cunard
Queen Elizabe
th
14 nights sailing
from
Southampton
27 May 2017

From £1,099p

p

CALL: 01246 819 819

Colosseum, Rome

ROME
It is difficult to throw a stone in
Rome without it grazing the surface
of a masterpiece. This is where art’s
greatest masters came to practice
their craft during the second half of
the 15th century and Michelangelo,
Caravaggio, Raphael and Bernini are
just some of the names who have left
their mark on this living, breathing
museum. There are of course
countless museums and galleries
in Rome, but art surrounds you
wherever you walk, from the Ancient
Roman Colosseum and the Pantheon,
to opulent Byzantine basilicas and
ornate Renaissance churches,
including the stunning St Peter’s
Basilica. When it comes to painted
masterpieces, the Vatican Museum
houses one of the greatest classical
art collections in the world amidst
its maze of hallways and corridors,
including one of the most famous
classical Renaissance pieces ever
created, Michelangelo’s jaw-dropping
frescoed ceiling in the Sistine Chapel.

Michelangelo’s Last Judgement,
The Sistine Chapel
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BARCELONA
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There is more to Barcelona than
copious amounts of sun, sea and
sangria. Indeed, it is barely possible
to walk a mile in the Catalan capital
without stumbling upon the work
of Antoni Gaudí and his child-like
imagination, his colourful creations
capable of mesmerising even those
who never gave architecture much
thought. Casa Batlló is a beautiful
multi-coloured testament to a man
who ceased to take life too seriously,
as is the hugely popular Parc Güell
and work-in-progress, La Sagrada
Familia. Despite being ten years from
completion, the interior of this Roman
Catholic church is already incredible.
Aside from Catalonia’s most famous
son, Barcelona brims with art and
culture elsewhere, too. Works by the
city’s homegrown artist, Joan Miró, can
be found in various locations, whilst
the Museu Picasso is a highlight of
the atmospheric Gothic Quarter. The
Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya is
also a must-see, displaying a dizzying
collection of works spanning a
thousand years.

Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya

Casa Batlló
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Michelangelo's David

Florence

FLORENCE
The birthplace of the Renaissance, Florence is famed for its sculptures, cathedrals
and the elaborate palaces of the Medici family. The Duomo is Florence’s most iconic
landmark, thanks to its pink, white and green marble façade and a spectacular
Renaissance cupola designed by Filippo Brunelleschi. The city’s piazzas, cathedrals,
churches and statues are an outdoor art gallery in themselves, free to admire on a
roam around the Tuscan streets. That said, some of the world’s most exceptional
examples of Renaissance art are contained within the walls of Florence’s galleries.
The Uffizi Gallery is world-renowned as the home of Botticelli’s ‘Birth of Venus’,
Leonardo da Vinci’s ‘The Annunciation’ and Michelangelo’s ‘Tondo Doni’. The Galleria
dell’Accademia also houses some of Michelangelo’s most notable works in its ‘Hall
of the Prisoners’, where masterpiece ‘David’ stands proud amongst slaves left
unfinished and abandoned in order for the artist to begin work on the Sistine Chapel.

MSC Cruises
MSC Armonia
7 nights sailing
from
Marseille
3 September 20
17

From £909pp
Includes flights

CALL: 01246 819 819
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ALL-INCLUSIVE & MORE
Celebrity Cruises guests choose to cruise with them because there’s so much included in the cost. Award-winning cuisine, stylish
accommodation, endless entertainment… the list goes on. Only now, their all-inclusive cruises include even more; choose one of three
exclusive extras on sailings around the globe when you book an eligible Ocean View stateroom or above between 1 March – 3 May 2017
on selected 2017-19 sailings. It’s simple:
1. Choose your cruise, with a free Classic Drinks Package for two.
2. Add one exclusive extra: $300 to spend on board, unlimited WiFi or free gratuities.
3. Book today and look forward to an all-inclusive holiday your way.
Or book a Suite to receive all exclusive extras, plus an upgrade to a Premium
Drinks package. There’s nothing quite like an all-inclusive world – especially
when it’s made by you. Book today.

CONCIERGE CLASS STATEROOMS.
IN A CLASS OF THEIR OWN.
Concierge Class from Celebrity Cruises® is
perfect for discerning travellers who appreciate
finer details like personal service and priority
bookings – special touches that can make all
the difference. Each room features a private
balcony with high-end furnishings and extras
like sparkling wine to welcome you on board,
fresh fruit, custom-blended bath amenities and
a pillow menu.
With priority check-in and disembarkation,
you can rest assured that your Celebrity
Cruises holiday will be one of incomparable
modern luxury, from start to finish.
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AQUACLASS® STATEROOMS.
THE ULTIMATE IN RELAXATION.

SUITE CLASS ACCOMMODATION
THAT’S IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN.

For the spa enthusiast, Celebrity Cruises
AquaClass® staterooms are located close
to our stunning Canyon Ranch SpaClub®,
Solarium, Persian Garden and, on Solstice
Class® ships, Relaxation Room.

Suite Class is everything you, as discerning
guests, could want from seriously indulgent
accommodation. With an extensive range
of special privileges, including unlimited
speciality restaurant dining, a luxurious VIP
Lounge, complimentary premium drinks,
personal butler service, a round the clock
concierge to take care of dining reservations,
shore excursion bookings and much more, it
is the ultimate address at sea.

These soothing staterooms feature a beautiful
balcony and many in-room extras to help
guests relax, as well as exclusive access to
speciality restaurant Blu. Featuring a choice
of healthy dishes for breakfast or dinner, with
a little inspiration and plenty of flavour, it’s
intimately elegant, yet fresh and modern.

IN MODERN LUXURY
Celebrity Cruises are thrilled to announce that Celebrity Silhouette® will be based in Southampton for eight sailings in 2018 – a first for
this stunning Solstice® Class ship. For sheer convenience and a stress free start to your holiday, their round-trip cruises from the UK
simply can’t be beaten. Think no long flights, lengthy airport delays or tiresome transfers, plus extra space for luggage – not forgetting
more time for your holiday!

ICELAND

Celebrity Eclipse - 30 July 2017 - 14 Nights
®

SPAIN & CANARIES

Celebrity Eclipse® - 18 October 2017 - 10 Nights

Southampton - St Peter Port - Cork (Cobh) - Dublin - At Sea - At Sea
Akureyri - Reykjavik (overnight) - At Sea - Belfast - At Sea - Southampton

Southampton - Madeira (Funchal, overnight) - Tenerife - Lanzarote
- Vigo - Southampton

FARES FROM PER PERSON

FARES FROM PER PERSON

OCEAN VIEW

£2,199

OCEAN VIEW

£1,499

BALCONY UPGRADE

£2,199

BALCONY

£1,599

CONCIERGE

£2,479

CONCIERGE

£1,799

AQUACLASS®

£2,649

AQUACLASS®

£1,899

SUITE

£4,489

SUITE

£3,369

NORWEGIAN FJORDS

Celebrity Silhouette - 30 April 2018 - 7 Nights
®

SCANDINAVIA & RUSSIA

Celebrity Silhouette® - 23 June 2018 - 14 Nights

Southampton - Bergen - Alesund - Geiranger - Stavanger - Southampton

Southampton - Bruges (Zeebrugge) - Copenhagen - Stockholm (overnight)
- Tallinn - St Petersburg (overnight) - Berlin (Warnemunde) - Southampton

FARES FROM PER PERSON

FARES FROM PER PERSON

OCEAN VIEW

£1,209

OCEAN VIEW

£2,099

BALCONY

£1,409

BALCONY

£2,329

£1,739

CONCIERGE

£1,889

AQUACLASS

£2,839

SUITE

CONCIERGE
AQUACLASS
SUITE

®

£2,719
®

£2,899
£4,249
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If you like the finer things in life, you’ll want to travel in style.
And it doesn’t get much better than Jet Set Sail. Your holiday
starts with on-site parking at Inflite Terminal at Stansted
Airport. Here, you’ll enjoy a selection of complimentary
refreshments. Better still, check-in is only 1 hour
before departure. The luxury continues with a
private charter flight on which you can look
forward to a complimentary meal with
drinks service and a luggage
allowance of 25kg.

BEST OF WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
Celebrity Reflection - 8 May 2017 - 11 Nights
®

GREEK ISLES

Celebrity Constellation® - 28 August 2017 - 10 Nights

Rome (Civitavecchia) - Florence (La Spezia) - Nice (Villefranche)
Barcelona (overnight) - Gibraltar - Malaga - Cartagena - Ibiza
Rome (Civitavecchia)

Venice - Katakolon - Santorini - Athens (Piraeus, overnight) - Mykonos Corfu - Venice

FARES FROM PER PERSON

FARES FROM PER PERSON

OCEAN VIEW

£1,799

OCEAN VIEW

£1,699

BALCONY

£1,899

BALCONY

£2,149

CONCIERGE

£2,199

CONCIERGE

£2,349

AQUACLASS

£2,399

AQUACLASS

£2,439

SUITE

£3,799

SUITE

£3,299

PRICE INCLUDES JET SET SAIL FLIGHTS FROM LONDON STANSTED
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PRICE INCLUDES JET SET SAIL FLIGHTS FROM LONDON STANSTED

REST OF THE WORLD.
Join us to experience all of what the rest of the world has to offer that can
only be viewed by sea. From blue glaciers rising majestically beside you, to
epic sunsets & some of the world’s most desirable beaches. Unpack, pull
up your sun lounger and claim your own personal piece of heaven.

ALASKA HUBBARD GLACIER

ARABIAN COAST IMMERSION

Celebrity Infinity - 24 June 2017 - 9 Nights

Celebrity Constellation® - 26 November 2017 - 11 Nights

Vancouver - Inside Passage (cruising) - Icy Strait Point - Hubbard Glacier
(cruising) - Juneau - Ketchikan - Inside Passage (cruising) - Vancouver

Abu Dhabi - Muscat (overnight) - Khasab - Dubai (2 nights in port)
Abu Dhabi (overnight)

FARES FROM PER PERSON

FARES FROM PER PERSON

®

OCEAN VIEW

£3,499

OCEAN VIEW

£1,649

BALCONY

£3,969

BALCONY

£2,079

CONCIERGE

£4,079

CONCIERGE

£2,349

AQUACLASS

£4,389

AQUACLASS

£2,479

SUITE

£4,899

SUITE

£2,999

FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW

FLIGHTS FROM MANCHESTER

SOUTHEAST ASIA IMMERSION

CHILE & ARGENTINA CRUISE

Celebrity Millennium - 5 January 2018 - 17 Nights

Celebrity Infinity® - 7 January 2018 - 16 Nights

Hong Kong (overnight) - Hanoi (Halong Bay, overnight) - Hue (Chan May)
Ho Chi Minh (Phu My) - Bangkok (overnight) - Singapore (overnight)

Valparaiso - Puerto Montt - Chilean Fjords (cruising) - Strait of Magellan
(cruising) - Punta Arenas - Ushuaia - Cape Horn (cruising - Puerto Madryn)
- Punta Del Este - Montevideo - Buenos Aires (overnight)

FARES FROM PER PERSON

FARES FROM PER PERSON

®

OCEAN VIEW

£2,889

OCEAN VIEW

£3,609

BALCONY

£3,279

BALCONY

£4,469

CONCIERGE

£3,454

CONCIERGE

£4,509

AQUACLASS

£3,459

AQUACLASS

£4,809

SUITE

£5,929

SUITE

£7,109

FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW

FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW

The process of producing/distributing this leaflet takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Please see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.
com for the most up to date offers and availability. It is not combinable with any other promotion and is subject to the booking conditions of Celebrity Cruises. A copy of Bolsover Cruise Club’s Terms of Business is available on request or by visiting
our website. This mailing contains an outline description of the cruises featured, which are solely organised by Celebrity Cruises. They should be read in conjunction with the current Celebrity Cruises brochure which contains full information about
the cruise itinerary, accommodation details, booking conditions that apply, passport and health requirements, what’s included in the fare and other general information. Visas and vaccinations may be required at an additional cost. Prices shown are
per person, based on twin occupancy and already include current fuel surcharges at the time of going to print. Promotion benefits apply to the first two adult guests making a new booking of an eligible Ocean view stateroom and above between
the 1 March 2017 and 3 May 2017 on selected 2017/18/19 sailings. Guarantee stateroom bookings in classes Z, Y, X, XC, XA & W are excluded. The first two adult guests will receive a free Classic Alcoholic Drinks Package. The Classic Alcoholic
Drinks Package does not include room service, in stateroom purchases, mini bar items or souvenir glasses. Where the second guest in a stateroom is less than 18 years of age on the initial sailing, a Classic Non-alcoholic drinks package will
be provided instead. Each additional guest in occupancy with two full fare paying guests within the same stateroom will receive a complimentary classic non-alcoholic drinks package; and for bookings of Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge & AquaClass
staterooms, the first two adult guests will additionally receive a choice of an Unlimited Wifi Package, OR, Free Gratuities OR on board credit of US$ 300 per stateroom. For Suite bookings, the first two adult guests will receive all four benefits.
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A CHILDHOOD
IN HOLIDAYS
Nothing evokes nostalgia quite like the memories of our childhood holidays.

T

he shopping trips for brand
new clothes and bright white
trainers, none of which may
be worn a minute before
departure day. The cone of chips with a
warm liquor of salt and vinegar pooled
at the bottom, followed immediately by
a strawberry ice cream with sprinkles
and sauce, white napkins no contest for
the sticky dribbles dripping between
your fingers. The holidays of our
childhood are made up of hours on the
beach, punctuated by reluctant visits to
mum’s sun lounger for coconut-scented
Ambre Solaire rubbed into pink sandy
shoulders and onto freshly freckled
noses. They are new lilos and orange
armbands, and leaving the pool only to
refuel on burgers and chips, left halfeaten because the water is too much fun
to leave for long.
Holiday season is just around the corner
and these are the rite of passage trips
that the kids will still be talking about
when they’re our age.
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H2O Zone, Independence of the Seas
Royal Caribbean International

Playa del Inglés beach

6 MONTHS – 4 YEARS
BABY’S FIRST BEACH BREAK
Where?
With plenty of beaches and
guaranteed sunshine, the Canaries are
perfect for that first beach break postbaby. Within a day or two you’ll be
settled into your floating home away
from home, with Madeira or Lanzarote
on the horizon. Build baby’s first
sandcastle on the beaches of Playa
del Inglés, Gran Canarias’s biggest
beach and one of the best-known
in the Canaries, and snap your first
family holiday photos at the summit of
Tenerife’s Mount Teide.
Who with?
If the thought of flying with a young
baby brings you out in a cold sweat, a
round-trip sailing from Southampton
with P&O Cruises is the perfect
alternative. Your holiday will begin
the minute you step foot on the
ship, skipping the airport anxiety
altogether. Children aged two and
above will adore The Reef, which is
available on all family-friendly P&O
Cruises ships and is widely considered
to be one of the best kid’s clubs at
sea. For very little ones, there are
baby classes and shows with parental
supervision. The best part of all? Mum
and dad can finally have a night off,
thanks to the Night Nursery, which
is complimentary between the hours
of 6pm and 2am for children aged 6
months to 4 years.

P&O Cruises
Ventura
12 nights sailing
from
Southampton
23 July 2017

From £1,099p

p

CALL: 01246 819 819
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5 – 7 YEARS
LITTLE TOT’S TROPICAL TRIP
Where?
For the perfect combination of lazy beach
days and leisurely walks in sunny cities, it
has to be the Mediterranean. Short flights
are a welcome bonus when travelling with
young children and it won’t take more than
a couple of hours to reach your ship in the
sun. Kid’s at the older end of the spectrum
will experience their first taste of new
cultures and cuisines, plus a chance to see
some of the places they have heard about
in their history lessons at school. What kid
wouldn’t be awestruck to visit the land of
the gladiators in Rome or to stand at the
foot of a real volcano in Naples? Younger

ones will be happy with a bucket and spade
on one of the region’s gorgeous beaches,
like those in Barcelona.
Who with?
MSC Cruises’ MSC Meraviglia will become
the largest ship in the world when it
launches in June 2017 and will be the
first in the fleet to incorporate all family
facilities into one dedicated area, making
it a great option for those keen to keep a
close eye on younger children. The ship has
been designed specifically with families in
mind, so you’ll find interconnecting family
staterooms, a cool family lounge and family-

friendly excursions, in addition to the kid’s
clubs and teen hangouts for which the
cruise line is so well known. An exclusive
partnership with Cirque du Soleil will take
entertainment to the next level, lulling
the kids into a fascinated, open-mouthed
silence.
All little ones love LEGO, so MSC Cruises’
partnership with The LEGO Group is sure
to raise some excited squeals once they
see the abundance of bricks in the various
kid’s areas around the ship. The LEGO
Experience On Board takes the theme a
step further once during every cruise, with
an entire day dedicated to LEGO activities.
MSC Lego character

MSC Cruises
lia
MSC Meravig
from
ng
ili
sa
ts
7 nigh
Genoa
17
20 August 20

49pp
From £1,2gh
ts
Includes fli

CALL: 01246 819 819
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Cirque du Soleil performer

8 – 12 YEARS
EXPLORE THE GREAT
OUTDOORS
Celebrity Cruise
s
Celebrity Eclip
se
8 nights sailing
from
Southampton
26 August 2017

From £1,049p

p

CALL: 01246 819 819

Where?
Now is the time to press pause
on beach holidays and embark
on a trip that is completely
different to the norm. This is the
age of discovery, when the kids
are old enough to understand
and appreciate an adventure
in the Norwegian Fjords. The
enormous blue glaciers, skyhigh fjords and huge forest
wildernesses of Europe’s most
adventurous destination are
crying out to be experienced
through the eyes of a child. That
being said, dog sledding, whale
watching and rip-roaring RIB
rides aren’t activities that any of
the family will forget in a hurry.
The kids will have plenty to talk
about when they go back to
school, that’s for sure!
Who with?
Sail from Southampton straight
to the Norwegian Fjords with
Celebrity Cruises. The cruise line
is perfect for families of juniors
who are starting to want a little
more independence and the
‘Modern Luxury’ concept means
mum and dad can enjoy some
of the finer things in life, too.
Solstice-class Celebrity Eclipse
has great children’s facilities,
including the Fun-Factory for
youngsters and X-Club for those
aged 11 upwards. The ship’s
video arcade and Cirque-style
shows are always popular,
whilst parents will be thrilled to
hear that the ship’s $6 an-hour
slumber parties run until 1am,
leaving mum and dad free to
enjoy some of that ‘Modern
Luxury’ at the Martini Bar.

Geirangerfjord, Norway

Sea days see picnics, barbecues
and concerts on the half-acre
real grass of the Lawn Club,
while family-friendly shore
excursions make the most of
your times in the Fjords.
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13 – 15 YEARS
INDULGE JUNIOR
ADRENALINE JUNKIES
Where?
Cruises to the Western Caribbean
start in Fort Lauderdale, so a precruise stay in the Florida sunshine
is a must. The combination of
endless bright white beaches
and tax-free shopping for the
big brand names teenagers love
promises to get your holiday
off to a great start, without a
single complaint in sight. Once
on board your ship, you can
snorkel and swim with dolphins
in Cozumel, Mexico, and river
tube through the jungle in
Falmouth, Jamaica. If you cruise
the Western Caribbean with Royal
Caribbean International you’ll also
experience Labadee, a private
beach resort on the Haitian coast
designed with fun in mind. The
various activities on offer in the
resort’s lagoons and bays range
from jet skiing and parasailing, to
negotiating the floating inflatables
of the Arawak Aqua Park, all-youcan-eat BBQ’s and zip lining high
above the water on the 2,600ft
long Dragon’s Breath Flight Line.
Who with?
For teens, the Royal Carribean
fleet rules the waves. If the kids
think cruising is boring, they’re
in for a shock when they board
Harmony of the Seas, the world’s
biggest, most action-packed ship.
High-energy activities include a
‘Perfect Storm’ of waterslides, two
rock climbing walls, two FlowRider
surf simulators and a 10-storey
‘Ultimate Abyss’ dry slide. There
are more restaurants than a
growing lad can even dream
of eating his way through in a
week and enough activities to
keep those who just can’t sit still
entertained every minute of the
day. Harmony’s Family Oceanview
Staterooms comfortably
accommodate a family of up to six
people, whilst the jaw-dropping
Family Presidential Suite has
space for 14, if you’re feeling
particularly generous!
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Harmony of the Seas,
Royal Carribean International

Royal Caribbe
an
Harmony of th
e Seas
9 nights sailing
from
Fort Lauderda
le
18 August 2017

From £2,249p
Includes flights

p
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Pigs of Exuma

Norwegian Cr
uise Line
Norwegian Br
eakaway
9 nights sailing
from
New York
21 October 20
17

From £1,829p
Includes flights

p

CALL: 01246 819 819

Norwegian Breakaway in New York

16-18 YEARS
AN AMERICAN ADVENTURE
Where?

Who with?

Even the most reluctant of teenagers will
unplug the Xbox in return for a once-ina-lifetime adventure in America and the
Bahamas. A pre-cruise stay in New York
City is a must; the city is exactly as they’ve
seen on the screen, from the bright lights of
Times Square to the summer baseball games
in Central Park, and teenage appetites will
be in their element in a destination fuelled
by buffalo wings, sweet potato fries, sticky
barbecue ribs and donuts. Orlando is of
course the land of the theme parks, from
Universal Studios, to Walt Disney World
and the Kennedy Space Centre. An alligator
airboat safari in the Everglades takes the
thrill-factor up another notch, meaning the
whole family will be ready for a beach break
once the Bahamas roll around. The Atlantis
Paradise Island resort in Nassau is the
waterpark teenage dreams are made of and
we defy even the moodiest 16-year-old to
resist swimming with the pigs of Exuma.

There’s nothing quite like seeing
the Manhattan skyline recreated in
technicolour on the hull of Norwegian
Breakaway, one of Norwegian Cruise
Line’s coolest ships. The cruise line’s
‘Freestyle’ concept will appeal to the
teens, particularly as they can eat
whenever and wherever they like, a
relaxed dress code meaning no more
nagging them to get suited and booted
for dinner. The Entourage Hangout
is so down with the kids it hurts,
complete with DJ decks and lessons
from music makers more often booked
for the likes of Coachella. The nightclub
stays open long after mum and dad
have called it a night, the music pausing
only for a 10pm pizza run. It’s lights
out at 1am, when the ship’s crew will
ensure revellers retire to the safety of
their staterooms.
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EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE

NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK
& TRANSATLANTIC

£1,649
ly

From on

PP

QUEEN MARY 2 - 12 NIGHTS - MAY-DEC 2017 DEPARTURES
INCLUDES
SCHEDULED FLIGHT TO TORONTO
FROM LONDON HEATHROW

3NTS 4* SHERATON ON THE
FALLS, NIAGARA FALLS (RO)

(REGIONAL FLIGHTS AT A SUPPLEMENT)

(OR SIMILAR)

2NTS 4* INTERCONTINENTAL
TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK (RO)

NIAGARA FALLS
SCENIC FLIGHTSEEING
HELICOPTER TOUR

TRANSFERS

(OR SIMILAR)

N

iagara Falls tops the bucket
lists of many, its collection
of three waterfalls
straddling the international
border between the United States
and Canada.
Spend three nights at the 4* Sheraton
on the Falls in Niagara, enjoying a
Niagara Falls Scenic Flightseeing
Helicopter Tour, before boarding
the Amtrak train for a business class
journey to New York City. Spend two
nights in the city that never sleeps,
staying at the perfectly located 4*
Intercontinental Times Square, before
embarking Cunard’s Queen Mary 2
for a classic transatlantic crossing to
Southampton.

DAY 1 – Fly London Heathrow
to Toronto. Transfer to Niagara
Falls and stay 4* Sheraton On
The Falls.
DAY 2 – Stay 4* Sheraton On The Falls.
Enjoy a Niagara Falls Scenic Flightseeing
Helicopter Tour

BUSINESS CLASS TRAIN
TRAVEL ABOARD AMTRAK

7 NIGHT FULL BOARD
CRUISE ABOARD
QUEEN MARY 2
DAY 6 – Private transfer to Brooklyn Pier
to embark Cunard Queen Mary 2. Set
sail from New York.
DAY 7 – At Sea
DAY 8 – At Sea

DAY 3 – Stay 4* Sheraton On The Falls

DAY 9 – At Sea

DAY 4 – Business Class train travel
aboard AMTRAK from Niagara Falls
to New York. Private transfer to 4*
Intercontinental Times Square.

DAY 10 – At Sea

DAY 5 – Stay 4* Intercontinental
Times Square

DAY 11 - At Sea
DAY 12 – At Sea
DAY 13 – Arrive in Southampton

Exclusive Holiday Direction packages are solely organised by Holiday Direction Ltd a fully bonded member of the Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Prices shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and
are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your cabin will have an obstructed view.
Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE
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Niagara Falls

Queen Mary 2

Queen Mary 2 Atrium

Departure Date

Inside

Outside

Balcony (obs)

Princess Grill

10 May 2017

£1889

£1969

£2139

£3269

26 May 2017

£2099

£2189

£2319

£3149

10 June 2017

£1999

£2119

£2249

£2899

1 July 2017

£2199

£2319

£2449

£3699

23 July 2017

£2199

£2279

£2399

£3059

7 August 2017

£2379

£2459

£2579

£3239

2 September 2017

£2249

£2329

£2499

£3329

1 October 2017

£2389

£2499

£2699

£3479

15 October 2017

£1889

£1969

£2049

£2749

7 November 2017

£1649

£1729

£1819

£2479

3 December 2017

£1739

£1819

£1899

£2479
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MSC Magnifica is the perfect ship to grace
the UK waters in 2018. Not only does she
possess the finest international glamour
and style, but her on-board experience
has been especially tailored to meet the
satisfaction of British guests. Some of
the dedicated features include: draught

beer and cider, popular British favourites
such as mustard, HP Sauce, baked beans
plus much more. MSC Magnifica will also
feature a dedicated British food corner
in the buffet and will have its very own
entertainment programme geared towards
the British guest.

Easter Cruise

Continental Explorer

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 02/04/2018 - 7 Nights

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 24/05/2018 - 11 Nights

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), Zeebrugge (Bruges),
Amsterdam (overnight in port), Hamburg, Southampton

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), La Coruna, Bilbao,
Le Verdon-sur-Mer (Bordeaux region), Amsterdam
(overnight in port), Hamburg, Southampton

Fares from: £699pp

Fares from: £1,019pp

Child (2-11) pay £119pp

Child (2-11) pay £119pp

Child (12-17) pay £169pp

Child (12-17) pay £169pp

Journey to the Med

Continental Explorer 2

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 25/06/2018 - 14 Nights

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 19/07/2018 - 11 Nights

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), Leixoes (Portugal),
Lisbon, Cadiz, Malaga, La Coruna, Amsterdam
(overnight in port), Hamburg, Southampton

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), La Coruna, Bilbao,
Le Verdon-sur-Mer (Bordeaux region), Amsterdam
(overnight in port), Hamburg, Southampton

Fares from: £1,229pp

Fares from: £1,069pp

Child (2-11) pay £119pp

Child (2-11) pay £119pp

Child (12-17) pay £169pp

Child (12-17) pay £169pp

Total price for a family of 3 from £2577- based on 2 adults and
1 child (2-11 years) sharing a cabin.
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Not only will MSC Magnifica have
these tailored touches, but on board
you will also find plenty of sun
loungers around the two pools, one
with a retractable roof, so you’ll be
comfortable even if the weather is a bit
nippy. Don’t miss a chance to attend a
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Total price for a family of 4 from £2376 - based on 2 adults and 2
children (2-11 years) sharing a cabin.

screening at the 4D cinema, where your
seat will move and fully immerse you
as you watch the ‘special effects’ movie.
Spend a sea day at the Aurea Spa, which
offers you a tranquil atmosphere where
you can choose from a variety of enticing
options, like aromatherapy, hot stone

massages or cleansing facials. After
this refreshing experience you’ll want
to spend the night on the town, so to
speak, so have dinner at the glamorous
L’Edera Main Dining Room and then put
it all on black at the MSC Magnifica’s onboard casino.

Norwegian Fjords Explorer

Norwegian Fjords Explorer 2

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 30/07/2018 - 10 Nights

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 09/08/2018 - 14 Nights

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), Stavanger, Bergen,
Olden, Alesund, Hamburg, Southampton

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), Stavanger, Bergen,
Olden, Alesund, Hamburg, Southampton

Fares from: £1,009pp

Fares from: £1,399pp

Child (2-11) pay £119pp

Child (2-11) pay £119pp

Child (12-17) pay £169pp

Child (12-17) pay £169pp

Total price for a family of 4 from £2256 - based on 2 adults and 2
children (2-11 years) sharing a cabin.

Total price for a family of 4 from £3036 - based on 2 adults and 2
children (2-11 years) sharing a cabin.

Summer Fun Across the Continent

Northern City Highlights

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 23/08/2018 - 11 Nights

MSC MAGNIFICA ® - 24/09/2018 - 7 Nights

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), La Coruna, Bilbao,
Le Verdon-sur-Mer (Bordeaux region), Amsterdam
(overnight in port), Hamburg, Southampton

Southampton, Le Havre (for Paris), Zeebrugge (Bruges),
Amsterdam (overnight in port), Hamburg, Southampton

Fares from: £1,069pp
Child (2-11) pay £119pp

Fares from: £599pp

Child (12-17) pay £169pp
Total price for a family of 3 from £2257- based on 2 adults and 1
child (2-11 years) sharing a cabin.

Offers valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person based on double occupancy. This offer is not combinable with any other offer and can be
withdrawn at any time without prior notice. Please refer to MSC Cruises latest edition brochure for full terms and conditions.

Child (2-11) pay £119pp
Child (12-17) pay £169pp
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ON A ROYAL CARIBBEAN CRUISE
HOLIDAY, IT’S THE
‘WOW’ FACTOR THAT SETS US APART
BARCELONA TO
VENICE

SPAIN, FRANCE &
PORTUGAL

FRANCE & SPAIN
EXPERIENCE

7-NIGHT CRUISE, 13 MAY 2017

7-NIGHT CRUISE, 26 MAY 2017

7-NIGHT CRUISE, 27 MAY 2017

RHAPSODY OF THE SEAS®

NAVIGATOR OF THE SEAS®

INDEPENDENCE OF THE SEAS®

DEPARTURE/RETURN PORT:
Barcelona, Spain / Venice, Italy

DEPARTURE/RETURN PORT:
Southampton, England

DEPARTURE/RETURN PORT:
Southampton, England

Cannes, France - Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy Amalfi Coast (Salerno), Italy - Catania, Sicily, Italy

Paris (Le Havre), France - Lisbon, Portugal Vigo, Spain

Paris (Le Havre), France - Cherbourg, France Bilbao, Spain - Gijon, Spain

Cruise Only From £799pp

Cruise Only From £799pp

Cruise Only From £699pp

FREE DRINKS

FREE DRINKS

FREE DRINKS

Terms and conditions: Prices are correct at 20 February 17. Prices are “from” per person based on two persons sharing the category of Interior stateroom exc grats unless detailed
otherwise.. Prices are subject to increase / withdrawal at any time. See www.RoyalCaribbean.co.uk for further details.
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GREEK ISLES

CROATIA
& GREECE

FRANCE & SPAIN
EXPERIENCE

7-NIGHT CRUISE , 3 JUNE 2017

7-NIGHT CRUISE, 8 JULY 2017

6-NIGHT CRUISE, 19 AUGUST 2017

RHAPSODY OF THE SEAS®

RHAPSODY OF THE SEAS®

NAVIGATOR OF THE SEAS®

DEPARTURE/RETURN PORT:
Venice, Italy

DEPARTURE/RETURN PORT:
Venice, Italy

DEPARTURE/RETURN PORT:
Southampton, England

Dubrovnik, Croatia - Kotor, Montenegro Mykonos, Greece - Katakolon, Greece

Split, Croatia - Athens (Piraeus), Greece Katakolon, Greece

Paris (Le Havre), France - Bilbao, Spain Gijon, Spain

Cruise Only From £1,025pp

Cruise Only From £1,075pp

Cruise Only From £699pp

FREE DRINKS

FREE DRINKS

FREE DRINKS
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SUMMER OF
LOVE

If you’re going to San Francisco, be sure to wear some flowers in your hair, because
celebrations for the 50th anniversary of the Summer of Love are in full swing.
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SUMMER OF LOVE

I

n 1967, 100,000 free-spirited young
people made a pilgrimage which
changed the course of history
for San Francisco. Activists and
dreamers descended upon Golden Gate
Park and the Haight-Ashbury district,
influenced by the Beat Generation to
protest against the issues of the time with

a hippie movement of music, psychedelic
drugs and free love.
Fifty years later, the sixties live on in
Haight-Ashbury. Aromas of incense hang
heavy in the air, technicolour tie-dye
stores still sell their psychedelia and
the record shops still read the religion

of rock ‘n’ roll. The neighbourhood
is rejuvenated and ready to relive its
golden years.
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
Summer of Love, we’ve compiled a list of
50 things to do in the city by the Bay. Tuck
a flower in your hair and join us.

1. SEE THE SUMMER OF LOVE
THROUGH JIM MARSHALL’S EYES

4. SEE LIFE THROUGH A LENS AT
THE CAMERA OBSCURA

8. CATCH A BALLGAME AT AT&T
PARK

The ‘Jim Marshall 1967’ exhibit shares
80 of the thousands of photographs the
internationally renowned and Grammy
Award-winning music photographer took
throughout the year of 1967. The Grateful
Dead, Jefferson Airplane, Janis Joplin, Jimi
Hendrix and the Hell’s Angels all feature in
the exhibition at San Francisco City Hall.

The blue and white exterior of the
Camera Obscura hints at its past as
part of the 1950’s Playland At The
Beach. The theme park is long gone
but the giant pinhole camera remains,
projecting 360-degree views of scenic
Seal Rock onto a circular focusing table
within.

Whether you’re a baseball fan or not, an
afternoon at AT&T Park, the home of the
Giants, is a great day out. The MLB ballpark
will be hosting special Summer of Love
themed events throughout 2017; visit their
website for more information.

2. VISIT THE POLO FIELDS IN
GOLDEN GATE PARK

5. VISIT THE BIGGER AND BETTER
SAN FRANCISCO MUSEUM OF
MODERN ART

The Human Be-In saw the Polo Fields
filled with over 20,000 free-spirits and
ultimately led to San Francisco’s Summer
of Love. Play some Jimi Hendrix through
your headphones, grab an ice-cream from
the van and experience the location for
yourself.

3. SPEND THE NIGHT AT
ALCATRAZ
The Alcatraz shared by Al Capone
and co is best discovered on an
evening tour. The menacing federal
penitentiary is even more haunting
after dark, when the cells are eerie
and the city lights serve as a reminder
of how close, yet how far, civilisation
was for those imprisoned on the
island.

After a three-year closure, the San
Francisco MOMA is back bigger and
better than ever. Now larger than its
New York counterpart, the museum
is three times its previous size, with
thousands of new pieces spread across
its ten floors.

Ladies and gentlemen, meet baking’s
newest hybrid. The cruffin is part
croissant, part muffin, filled with sweet
cream in flavours that change daily.
The cruffins sell like hot cakes, so get
there early if you’re keen to sample
one. The neon ‘I got baked in San
Francisco’ sign has become something
of an Instagram icon, so grab a snap
while you are there.

If you’re in San Francisco for a night or
two, head to The Fillmore. The iconic
music venue launched the careers of
many of those who would go on to
strum and sing their way through the
Summer of Love, including The Grateful
Dead and Jimi Hendrix. Nowadays, the
atmosphere is just as cool as it was back
when The Who and Otis Redding took to
the stage, with a different band playing
most nights.
Into The Blue|Call us on: 01246 819 819

CREAM stands for ‘Cookies Rule Everything
Around Me’ and that may just become
your new motto, once you’ve tasted the
ice cream sandwiches made with freshlybaked cookies at this Bay Area parlour.

6. TUCK INTO A CRUFFIN AT MR
HOLMES BAKEHOUSE

7. CATCH A GIG AT THE FILLMORE
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9. SAMPLE THE BEST ICE-CREAM
SANDWICH YOU’LL EVER HAVE

10. COAST THE CONCRETE
SLIDES AT SEWARD PARK
These two steep slides aren’t for the fainthearted but we promise they’ll put a smile
on your face before you reach the bottom.

11. WAKE UP AND SMELL THE
ROSES AT THE OBSERVATORY OF
FLOWERS
This Victorian greenhouse is the oldest in
the Western Hemisphere and is filled to
bursting with countless flora species. Eat
a picnic on the manicured lawn before
heading inside.

12. BROWSE DESIGNER
VINTAGE ON HAIGHT STREET
Vintage shopping in San Francisco
is some of the best in America and
designer labels come with tiny price
tags at Haight Street’s vintage stores.
Buffalo Exchange, Wasteland and Relic
are some of the best for bargains.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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SUMMER OF LOVE
13. SEE THE SEA LIONS AT
PIER 39
Their manners may leave much to be
desired but watching the sea lions of Pier
39 belch their way through the morning
is highly entertaining at any age. They’ve
been here like clockwork since 1990,
hanging around between January and July.

14. BUY VINYL AT AMOEBA
MUSIC
This one-time bowling alley is now
an enormous vinyl record store and
something of a Haight Street icon. Time
your visit just right and you’ll stumble
across one of the live bands known to set
up shop in the corner for an impromptu
performance.

15. VISIT BUENA VISTA PARK
The oldest public park in San Francisco
is unlike others in the city, in that it sits
high atop a hill. Its location promises great
views across the city, provided the fog
hasn’t rolled into town.

16. DELVE INTO SAN
FRANCISCO’S DARK SIDE
Assassinations, death, murder, ghosts
and cults all get a mention on Wild SF
Walking Tours' 'The Haunted SF Tour'
which takes you downtown and into
the once-gritty Tenderloin district.
wildsftours.com
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17. RACE TO THE TOP OF THE
COIT TOWER

22. DO BRUNCH AT THE GLITZY
PALACE HOTEL

It may be little to look at but the Coit
Tower gives good views from atop
Telegraph Hill. See the San Francisco
of the 1930s recreated on the tower’s
frescoes, before taking the lift to the top.
Keep your eyes peeled for the local flock
of wild parrots, too.

Established in 1875, The Palace Hotel
was the first luxury hotel in the city and
the largest in the world. Nowadays, it is
famous for its award-winning Sunday
Brunch.

18. CELEBRATE THE YEAR OF THE
ROOSTER IN CHINATOWN
San Francisco’s Chinatown is the largest
outside of Asia and the oldest in the US.
The Golden Gate Fortune Cookie Factory
welcomes visitors into its cookie-scented
walls to see how the insightful snacks have
been made by hand since 1962.

23. BRAVE A TANDEM HANG
GLIDE
If you prefer excursions with a side of
adrenaline, strap in for a tandem hang
glide with East Bay Hang Gliding. You’ll see
the city from 2,200ft up, a GoPro providing
video footage, just in case you daren’t open
your eyes. eastbayhanggliding.com

24. PLAY THE PROFESSOR AT THE
EXPLORATORIUM
The hands-on exhibits here are designed
to educate and entertain, with scientific
experiments to keep the whole family
interested.

25. EAT CLAM CHOWDER FROM
A SOURDOUGH BOWL AT
FISHERMAN’S WHARF

19. FEEL THE SAND BETWEEN
YOUR TOES AT OCEAN BEACH
This beach on San Francisco’s west coast
is where the locals head for scenery and
solitude. The 3-mile stretch of sand is often
almost silent, aside from the crashing surf
and seagull squawks.

20. BE YOURSELF AT THE BEAT
MUSEUM
The writers and artists of the Beat
Generation were one of the major
influences behind the Human Be-In that
sparked the Summer of Love. The Beat
Museum exhibits memorabilia celebrating
the creatives who influenced a generation.

21. PAY A VISIT TO THE PAINTED
LADIES
The seven ‘Painted Ladies’ of Steiner Street,
across the road from Alamo Park, are the
city’s most photographed buildings by far.
For full effect, photograph the elaborate
Victorian houses against the skyscraper
backdrop of the city at dusk.

Fisherman’s Wharf is the tourist hub of
San Francisco, but even the locals can’t
resist a wander down these busy parts for
a sourdough bowl filled to the brim with
creamy clam chowder.

26. RIDE THE MAGIC BUS
This groovy bus isn’t your usual tour bus,
its ‘hippie hostesses’ telling the tale of sex,
drugs and rock ‘n’ roll during the Swinging
Sixties, complete with light shows and 3D
glasses. magicbussf.com

27. SEE THE CITY FROM THE
WATER
Despite what those in Alcatraz thought,
San Francisco is really rather safe. Take
to the waters in a hired canoe, kayak or
paddle board from City Kayak located on
Pier 40. citykayak.com

28. NEGOTIATE THE HAIRPIN
BENDS OF LOMBARD STREET
Hiking the eight snaking bends of this
tourist favourite is part walk, part workout.
One to ease your conscience postFisherman’s Wharf binge, perhaps.
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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SUMMER OF LOVE
29. WALK AMONG THE
REDWOODS OF MUIR WOODS

36. GET LOST IN YOSEMITE
NATIONAL PARK

42. UNLEASH YOUR INNER GEEK
AT SILICON VALLEY

Located 11 miles from the Golden Gate
Bridge, Muir Woods and its walking trails
put you at the foot of 250ft tall, 1200-yearold redwood trees.

If you have two or three days to fill, head
out of the city on an excursion to Yosemite
National Park, famous for its huge granite
cliffs, gigantic sequoias and plummeting
waterfalls. Of the twenty tallest waterfalls
in the world, three of them are found here.

‘Tech tourism’ is a term coined for those
who make the pilgrimage to Silicon Valley,
home to innovators including Google,
Facebook, Apple and the like. Take a tour
of the campuses making history.

30. DRINK COCKTAILS IN A RAIN
SHOWER AT THE TONGA ROOMS
In 1945, Metro Goldwyn Mayer’s top set
director transformed the Fairmont Hotel’s
pool into the Tonga Room & Hurricane
Bar. With cocktails, Asian food, live music
and an hourly indoor rain shower over the
pool, the venue is a must-visit.

31. WHALE WATCH AROUND THE
FARALLON ISLANDS
Head out into the Pacific Ocean in search
of blue, humpback and grey whales around
the protected Farallon Islands. Dolphins,
sharks and sea birds make regular
appearances too.

32. STROLL THE HAIGHTASHBURY STREET FAIR
The Haight-Ashbury neighbourhood swells
during the second weekend of June each
year, with local artists, musicians and
street food vendors attracting a crowd with
their live music and exhibitions.

33. CYCLE ACROSS THE GOLDEN
GATE BRIDGE
Cycle hire is available everywhere on
Fisherman’s Wharf and heading across the
Golden Gate Bridge on two wheels is a rite
of passage for any San Francisco visitor.

34. SEE THE HOUSEBOATS OF
SAUSALITO
Continue across the Golden Gate Bridge
into the seaside town of Sausalito. Enjoy
lunch on the harbour and check out
the houseboats moored along the bay,
including one designed to replicate the Taj
Mahal.

35. INDULGE YOUR SWEET
TOOTH AT GHIRARDELLI SQUARE
The fact that the Ghirardelli Chocolate
Company is the oldest chocolate
manufacturer in America feels kind of
irrelevant. All you’ll really care about is how
good the hot fudge sundae tastes.
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37. REST YOUR LEGS AND TAKE
THE CABLE CAR
Cable cars have worked San Francisco’s
hills since 1873. Today they save the tired
legs of tourists and locals alike and yes,
they really do hang from the handrails
like in the movies. The Powell-Mason and
Powell-Hyde routes are the most iconic,
both of which depart from the Powell/
Market turntable.

38. EAT FRESH AT THE FERRY
PLAZA FARMER’S MARKET
If you love New York’s Chelsea Market,
you’ll love this. The once derelict Ferry
Building has been transformed into one of
the best farmer’s markets in America, with
artisanal produce, locally-produced crafts
and hot food vendors bringing in a crowd
every Saturday.

39. PAY YOUR RESPECTS TO THE
GRATEFUL DEAD
The Grateful Dead moved out of HaightAshbury when the Summer of Love
dissipated, but rock fans continue to flock
to their one-time home, 710 Ashbury
Street.

40. TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD
SIDE
Wild SF Walking Tours’ ‘Free Love Free
Tour’ is based upon the music of 1967,
with stops including the Grateful Dead
house, Janis Joplin’s pastel pink abode and
Panhandle Park, where tie-dye bedecked
hippies congregated that summer.

41. SHOP DESIGNER STEALS AT
NORDSTROM RACK
If designer fashion is your thing,
Nordstrom Rack is your place. This
offshoot of the popular American
Nordstrom department store sells last
season’s stock at insanely low prices. $18
Levi’s, anyone?

43. ROCK OUT AT PIER 39
Pier 39 is one of the city’s biggest
attractions, thanks to its combination of
waterfront dining, shopping, amusements
and live music. As part of the planned
Summer of Love celebrations, Pier 39's
Hard Rock Café will showcase guitars,
photographs and framed concert fliers
donated by the bands who played.

44. EXERCISE HAT APPRECIATION
AT BEACH BLANKET BABYLON
Club Fugazi in North Beach hosts Beach
Blanket Babylon, the world’s longest
running musical revue. Pop-culture
characters such as Donald Trump, Oprah
and Kanye West are spoofed in this
hilarious stage show.

45. GET TIPSY AT NAPA
VALLEY
Head into scenic Napa Valley, just
50 miles outside of San Francisco,
where you’ll find some of the world’s
best wine growers in stunning
surroundings.

47. LISTEN FOR THE DRUMMING
ON HIPPIE HILL

46. RELIVE YOUR
CHILDHOOD AT THE WALT
DISNEY FAMILY MUSEUM

There’s still an air of free-spirited ambience
to Hippie Hill and the drumming circles of
the 60s remain a regular occurrence. Pack
a picnic, pick a patch of grass and people
watch to the sound of drums.

Located in Presidio National Park,
this family-friendly museum shares
the life story of Walt Disney, the
man behind America’s most famous
mouse.

48. TASTE THE ORIENT AT THE
JAPANESE TEA HOUSE
Created in 1894, the Japanese Tea Garden
inside Golden Gate Park is the oldest in
the US. Enjoy green matcha and tea house
cookies in the serene surrounds, complete
with pagodas, glowing stone lanterns,
babbling koi ponds and a Zen garden. In
April and May the Japanese Tea Garden
blooms with cherry blossoms.

49. TAKE A DETOUR WITH A
SUMMER OF LOVE ACTIVIST
Peter Coyote was one of the starry-eyed
dreamers who headed to Haight-Ashbury
in 1967. Now, he voices a GPS audio tour
around the neighbourhood, sharing his
own insights into life during one of San
Francisco’s most exciting years. detour.com

50. GO BACK TO WHERE IT
ALL BEGAN
San Francisco
Stay &
Alaska Cruise
Princess Cruise
s
Grand Princess
14 nights
May - Sept 2017
departures

The official Summer of Love 50th
Anniversary Concert will take place
on the 4th June 2017, back where
it all began at Polo Fields in Golden
Gate Park. Twenty-one bands will
join 32 guest speakers for the event,
including Tibetan Monks and Native
American Indians.

Includes:
3 night stay at
4* Hotel
Triton, San Fran
cisco
Golden Gate Ba
y
Cruise tour
10 nights full bo
ard
Alaska cruise sa
iling from
San Francisco

From £2,429p
Includes flights
and
private transfer
s

p
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EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE

LAS VEGAS, SAN FRANCISCO &
CALIFORNIAN COAST

£2,749
ly

From on

PP

GRAND PRINCESS - 15 NIGHTS - OCT 2017-APR 2018 DEPARTURES
INCLUDES
SCHEDULED FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

ALL PRIVATE
TRANSFERS

FULL DAY TOUR TO
YOSEMITE
NATIONAL PARK

3 NIGHTS 5* ARIA RESORT
& CASINO, LAS VEGAS (RO)

4 NIGHTS 4* GRAND HYATT,
SAN FRANCISCO (RO)

(OR SIMILAR)

(OR SIMILAR)

SAN FRANCISCO CITY
INSIDER'S TOUR WITH
ALCATRAZ

YOUR ITINERARY:

TOTAL YOSEMITE EXPERIENCE

DAY 7 - Stay 4* Grand Hyatt, San Francisco.

DAY 1 – Fly London to Las Vegas.
Private transfer to 5* Aria Resort &
Casino, Las Vegas

DAY 8 – Private transfer from hotel to port
to embark Grand Princess.

DAY 2 – Stay 5* Aria Resort & Casino,
Las Vegas
DAY 3 – Stay 5* Aria Resort & Casino,
Las Vegas
DAY 4 – Private transfer to Las Vegas
airport for direct flight to San Francisco.
Private transfer to 4* Grand Hyatt,
San Francisco.
DAY 5 - Stay 4* Grand Hyatt, San
Francisco. Enjoy a full day tour to
Yosemite National Park.
DAY 6 - Stay 4* Grand Hyatt, San
Francisco. Enjoy the San Francisco City
Insider's Tour with Alcatraz.

7 NIGHT FULL BOARD
CRUISE ABOARD
GRAND PRINCESS

Take time out for a day trip into the wild
beauty of Yosemite National Park from
San Francisco.

DAY 14 - At Sea

You will be driven to a giant sequoia grove
(snow depth permitting), stopping along
the way for a bird's-eye view of the whole
valley. You can relax in the picnic area
and have lunch (not included) among the
giant sequoia trees. In the afternoon you
will have three to four hours to spend at
Yosemite National Park, giving you plenty
of time to enjoy this beautiful area and get
up close to the tallest waterfall in North
America, Yosemite Falls. If you're lucky you
may even spot a black bear.

DAY 15 - San Francisco. Disembark Grand
Princess and private transfer to airport for
overnight flight to London.

SAN FRANCISCO CITY INSIDER'S
TOUR WITH ALCATRAZ

DAY 9 - At Sea
DAY 10 - Santa Barbara, California
DAY 11 - Los Angeles (Long Beach),
California
DAY 12 - Ensenada, Mexico
DAY 13 - San Diego, California

DAY 16 - Arrive London, UK

Departure Date

Inside

Outside

Balcony

Suite

8 October 2017

£2799

£3049

£3199

£3369

15 October 2017

£2749

£2999

£3199

£3399

31 March 2018

£2899

£3189

£3299

£3479

22 April 2018

£2899

£3189

£3299

£3479

Prepare for an unforgettable day in
San Francisco, beginning with a visit
to Alcatraz Island. The isle, informally
known as The Rock, used to be a military
and, later, federal prison. Nowadays,
it's a lush national park, surrounded by
fantastic views of the city. After the trip
to the isle, spend the afternoon on an
insider's tour of lively San Francisco.

Exclusive Holiday Direction packages are solely organised by Holiday Direction Ltd a fully bonded member of the Global Travel Group (ATOL 3973). Prices shown are per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and
are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Resort fees & city taxes may apply. The holiday is subject to Holiday Direction booking conditions.
Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/holidaydirection for further details. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE
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SILVER WIND
Barbados

15NT 5* COLONY CLUB STAY, BARBADOS & ALL-INCLUSIVE
ULTRA LUXURY CARIBBEAN CRUISE
Itinerary: Fly London Gatwick to Bridgetown, Barbados. Private transfer to 5* Colony
Club. Enjoy a 7 night stay on a bed and breakfast basis. Private transfer to Bridgetown port
and embark Silver Wind sailing to Le Marin (Martinique) – Basseterre (St Kitts and Nevis) St John’s (Antigua and Barbuda) – Roseau (Dominica) – Castries (St Lucia) – Scarborough
(Trinidad and Tobago) – Bridgetown (Barbados). Disembark, private transfer to Bridgetown
airport for overnight flight to London Gatwick.
Departure Dates 2017
25 Nov & 9 Dec

Midship Veranda

Veranda

Vista

£3699

£3999

£4149

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
• Premium Economy scheduled flights
from/to London Gatwick
• 7 nights 5* Colony Club by Elegant
Hotels (B&B)
• All private transfers
• 7 nights All-Inclusive Ultra Luxury
Cruise aboard Silver Wind

SILVER MUSE
Everglades National Park

15NT 5* FORT LAUDERDALE STAY, PRIVATE AIRBOAT EXPERIENCE
& ALL-INCLUSIVE ULTRA LUXURY CARIBBEAN CRUISE
Itinerary: Fly London Gatwick to Miami, Florida. Private transfer to 5* W Fort Lauderdale
Beach. Enjoy a 3 night stay during which you will enjoy a private airboat experience of the
Everglades allowing you to enjoy the true nature & beauty on offer in this region. Private
transfer to Fort Lauderdale port and embark Silver Muse sailing to Grand Turk (Turks and
Caicos Islands) – Day at Sea – Spanish Town (British Virgin Islands) – Basseterre (St Kitts and
Nevis) – Roseau (Dominica) – St John’s (Antigua and Barbuda) – Philipsburg (Netherlands
Antilles) overnight in port – Gustavia (St Barthelemy, Guadeloupe) – San Juan (Puerto Rico).
Disembark, private transfer to Sheraton Old San Juan for a one night stay. Private transfer
to San Juan airport for overnight flight to London Gatwick.
Departure Date 2018
22 Mar

Classic Veranda

Superior Veranda

Deluxe Veranda

£4699

£4799

£4999

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
• Economy scheduled flights from/to
London Heathrow
• 3 nights 5* W Fort Lauderdale Beach
• Private Airboat Experience of the
Everglades
• All private transfers
• 10 nights All-Inclusive Ultra-Luxury
Cruise aboard Silver Muse
• 1 night stay Sheraton Old San Juan

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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Antipodean Wonders
With the world’s finest ultra-luxury cruise line

Cruising with Seabourn is unlike
any other form of travel

Book by 14 March 2017 for the best
views on select 2017-18 cruises

The experience is luxurious, yet relaxed
… elegant, yet casual … sumptuous,
yet understated. These intimate ships
are the perfect blend of glamorous
elegance, impeccable service, exquisite
cuisine and highly personalised
destination experiences, all of which
have earned Seabourn some of the
most coveted awards in travel.
Atrium, Seabourn Encore

Seabourn Points
of Difference
• Spacious, all-suite accommodations,
most with verandas
• Gourmet dining experiences that rival
the finest restaurants anywhere
• Intuitive, gracious service provided by
a staff passionate about pleasing you
• Complimentary welcome champagne
and in-suite bar stocked with your
preferences
• Open bar throughout the ship, and fine
wines poured at lunch and dinner
• Tipping is neither required nor
expected, service simply to delight
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SIGNATURE SAVINGS EVENT
Limited time. Limitless possibilities.

Complimentary Three Veranda Suite
Category Upgrade*
•
US $1,000 per Suite Shipboard Credit for
Penthouse and Premium Suites*
•
US $ 500 per person Round-Trip Air Credit*
•
Up to 15% Savings on Combination
Cruises*
•
50% Reduced Deposits*
The Restaurant, Seabourn Encore

Australia, New Zealand & South Pacific
Sail under the stars of the Southern Cross
on the beautiful new Seabourn Encore.
Explore the continent of Australia from
Darwin and its rugged Northern Territories,
along the multi-coloured miracle of the Great
Barrier Reef, the subtropical playgrounds of
the Gold Coast to Sydney and Melbourne.
The North and South Islands of New
Zealand offer unforgettable sights including
the majestic Fiordlands, roaring geysers,
unspoiled scenery in Queen Charlotte
and Milford Sound, stately Auckland and
Wellington, and charming ports such as
Akaroa and Dunedin, boasting a proud
Scottish heritage.
Destination Focus - Tauranga, (Rotorua)
Towering geysers, bubbling mud pots,
mineral springs and steaming fumeroles
create the surreal landscape of the
Rotorua Thermal Area. Te Puia is home
to the Maori Arts and Crafts Institute and
the famous Pohutu geyser.

Or choose a voyage that features the
romantic islands of the South Pacific.
Beautiful Bali, the UNESCO temples of
Borobudur, Java. Or Komodo, with its
incredible dragons.
New “Ventures by Seabourn” escorted
excursions by kayak offer guests a different
view on the world, a chance to discover
multiple islands. For example in Lombok,
Indonesia, a Zodiac or kayak tour takes
guests from island to island, where they’ll
snorkel over tropical reefs, join a guided
beach walk or simply soak up the sun and
sample laid-back life in the tropics.

Destination Focus - Oban, New Zealand
Stewart Island is the last inhabited land
before Antarctica. The local phonebook
fits on one typed page, but islanders
are friendly, providing seats for you to
rest on the hill into town. Birds abound
here, including the Southern Brown Kiwi.

16 night
Christmas South Pacific Isles
Seabourn Encore | 20 Dec 2017
2017
20 Dec
21 Dec
25 Dec
26 Dec
27 Dec
29 Dec
30 Dec
31 Dec
2018
2 Jan

Auckland (New Zealand)
Tauranga (Rotorua)
Dravuni Island (Fiji)
Lautoka (Viti Levu, Fiji)
Suva (Viti Levu, Fiji)
Tadine (Mare, New Caledonia)
Kuto (Ile des Pins, New Caledonia)
Inyeug Islet (Mystery Island, Vanuatu)

Kingston (Norfolk, Australia)
Russell (Bay of Islands, New Zealand )
4 Jan
Auckland
5 Jan
Cruise from £7,499pp
Fly/cruise: Please enquire

18 night
Gold Coast & Great Barrier Reef
Seabourn Encore | 22 Feb 2018

24 night
Orchid Isles & Great Barrier Reef

17 night
Australia & New Zealand

Seabourn Encore | 10 Nov 2017

Seabourn Encore | 4* Dec 2017

2017
10 Nov
13 Nov
14 Nov
15 Nov
16 Nov
17 Nov
18 Nov
20 Nov
23 Nov

Singapore
Semarang (Borobudur, Java)
Surabaya (Java)
Celukan Bawang (Bali);
Benoa (Denpasar, Bali)
Benoa
Senggigi (Indonesia)
Slawi Bay (Komodo Island)
Darwin (Australia)
Great Barrier Reef Experience
27 Nov
Cairns (Australia)
28 Nov
Cairns
29 Nov
Townsville
30 Nov
Hamilton Island
2 Dec
Mooloolaba
4 Dec
Sydney
Cruise from £12,585pp
Fly/cruise from £13,969pp

5 Jan~; 21 Jan; 6 Feb~ 2018
1
3
4
8

Sydney (Australia)
Phillip Island (Victoria)
Melbourne (Australia)
Milford Sound & Fiordland National
Park (New Zealand)
Oban (Halfmoon Bay)

9
10 Port Chalmers (Dunedin)
11 Timaru
12 Akaroa (Christchurch)
13 Wellington
14 Picton
16 Tauranga (Rotorua)
17 Auckland.
Cruise from £7,499pp
Fly/cruise from £8,499pp

~ itinerary in reverse
Lead in fare based on departures marked *

2018
22 Feb
24 Feb
25 Feb
27 Feb
28 Feb
1 Mar
2 Mar

Sydney (Australia)
Moreton Island (Australia)
Mooloolaba
Hamilton Island
Townsville
Cairns
Cairns
Great Barrier Reef experience
6 Mar
Darwin
7 Mar
Darwin
10 Mar Slawi Bay (Komodo Island)
11 Mar Senggigi (Indonesia)
12 Mar Benoa (Denpasar, Bali)
Cruise from £7,499pp
Fly/cruise: Please enquire
Terms and Conditions
*Offers expire 14 March 2017. *Lead in fare dates shown.
Lead fares are cruise only or fly/cruise from London
in Pounds sterling, for new bookings only, per guest,
double occupancy, and subject to availability. Fares are
not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing
date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change
without notice. Three category upgrade on select sailings
is subject to availability at time of booking. Upgrade
will be reflected in fare paid for selected suite category.
*Premium Suite Shipboard credit offer of $1,000USD per
suite ($500USD/person) on select voyages available in
PH, PS, OW, SS, WG and GR suite categories only, and
is not combinable with any other shipboard credit offer.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com|Into The Blue
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Exhilarating Experiences
If you’re looking for a holiday with a difference or wanting to experience the thrill
of some of the world’s greatest and most exciting events, then look no further than
Fred. Olsen’s superb selection of specially crafted themed cruises. Aboard their fleet
of smaller, friendlier cruise ships you could discover a selection of Britain’s historic
sites and scenic delights on a relaxing circumnavigation of the ‘homelands’; satisfy
your ‘need for speed’ at the Monaco Grand Prix on an exhilarating Mediterranean
cruise; be charmed by Christmas markets in beautiful German cities; or even take
in the 2017 America’s Cup – the most prestigious yacht race on earth – in Bermuda.

Bermuda &
the America’s Cup

Canaries Christmas
& Funchal Fireworks

© Javier Salinas

Sun, Sea &
Monaco Grand Prix

19th May 2017 • 16 nights
Sails from Southampton
Black Watch • W1705

Grand Prix
tickets are at
an additional
cost and
subject to
availability.

Southampton
Prices from £1,999
pp

9th Jun 2017 • 26 nights
Sails from Liverpool
Boudicca • D1713

21st Dec 2017 • 16 nights
Sails from Southampton
Balmoral • L1728

Prices from £3,199pp

Prices from £1,999pp

Liverpool
Southampton

Cannes Nice

Barcelona
Gibraltar
Malaga

(overnight)

La Coruña
Lisbon

Praia da Vitória
Lajes das Flores
Bermuda

Cartagena

Southampton

(3 nights)

(overnight)

Oporto

(from Leixões)

Horta Ponta
Delgada Madeira

Madeira

(overnight)

Lanzarote
La Palma
Tenerife Gran Canaria

Fares are per person, based on twin occupancy of the lead-in twin room, subject to availability. Offers may be amended or withdrawn at any time without prior notice, are subject to availability & cannot be applied
retrospectively. All bookings are subject to Fred. Olsen’s standard terms & conditions, available on our/their website & on request. Some ports may be at anchor, intermediate days are at sea. FOCL reserve the
right to amend itineraries for operational reasons. Prices are correct at the time of going to print, but are capacity controlled and may change at any time. Call for the latest prices. **Enjoyment Promise excludes
Party Nights and cruises of 4 nights or less. The Promise only applies to bookings made for departures more than 12 weeks ahead. The Enjoyment Promise only applies to passengers who have
contracted with FOCL and excludes cruises on vessels operated by FOCL but booked through 3rd Party operators. Should you wish to invoke the Enjoyment Promise, you will need to inform
Guest Relations within 48 hours of sailing. FOCL will arrange and pay for a flight and/or transport back to the UK. FOCL will refund the cruise cost only but will not refund other costs. E&OE.
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13-night cruise from £799pp. Fly/cruise from £1,169pp
Our spacious, mid-sized ships accommodate far fewer
guests. Everywhere you look you’ll feel a sense of classic
elegance... gleaming brass, precious art and antiques,
sweeping staircases... all combined with delicious dining and
attentive service. Perfect for one of the classic voyages for
which Holland America Line is famed.

THE PANAMA CANAL

INCREDIBLEINCREDIBLE
INCREDIBLE
INCREDIBLE
INCREDIBLE
VOYAGES VOYAGES
VOYAGES
VOYAGES VOYAGES

The holland america line diFFerence
Spacious staterooms and suites, many with private balcony
Nearly one crew member for every two guests
Fine dining with casual to formal options
Culinary Arts Centre, “Explorations Central” destination experiences and more
Sumptuous Greenhouse Spa & Salon
Long days and overnight stays in gorgeous cities
Mid-sized, elegant ships

One of the modern wonders of the world, linking two great oceans, rainforests
and reefs. Experience one of travel’s greatest thrills as your ship is lifted then
lowered through gigantic locks. Then call at a sprinkling of exotic Central
American countries on your way.

16-NIGHT
PANAMA CANAL

14-NIGHT
PANAMA CANAL

Cruise from

Fly/cruise from

per person

per person

Cruise from

Fly/cruise from

per person

per person

£1,599 £2,519 £1,499 £2,449
Departs: 5 Oct 2017 Ms Nieuw Amsterdam

Departs: 21 Oct 2017 Ms Oosterdam

DEPART:

ARRIVE:

DEPART:

ARRIVE:

SAN DIEGO

FT LAuDERDALE

SAN DIEGO

FT LAuDERDALE
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from £799
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VISITS: Cabo San Lucas (Mexico),
Acapulco; Sta Cruz Huatulco; Puerto
Chiapas; Puerto Quetzal (Guatemala);
Corinto (Nicaragua); Puerto Caldera
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DID YOU KNOW...
St. Petersburg comprises of 42 islands.

Telephone Reservations: Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm, Sat: 9am-5pm, Sun: 10am-4pm
Visit The Cruise Centre: Mon-Sat: 10am-4pm Visit Meadowhall: Mon-Fri: 10am-9pm, Sat: 9am-8pm, Sun: 11am-5pm
Travel with confidence

The process of producing/distributing this magazine takes time and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Please see our website
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date offers and availability. These offers apply to new bookings only and may be withdrawn by the cruise operators without notice. They are all subject to the booking conditions of the
cruise operators. A copy of Bolsover Cruise Club’s Terms of Business is available on request or by visiting www.bolsovercruiseclub.com. This magazine contains an outline description of the cruises featured, which are solely organised by
the cruise operators. It should be read in conjunction with the cruise operator’s current brochure which contains full information about the cruise itineraries, accommodation details, booking conditions that apply, passport and health
requirements, what’s included in the fare, insurance and other general information. A 1.5% charge applies to all payments made by credit card or American Express. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

